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ABSTRACT
This manual is written as a direct followup to the

"Exploring Occupation in Manufacturing Student.Manual, the. purpose
.-of which as-to (1) promote-an understanding of manufacturing
industry;: (2) acquaint students with structures of the-many careers,
occupati-olns, and:jobs contained within manufacturing enterprise; (3)
exploreselected career fields by use of a typical program,examplet
and, (4) provide a. generalized.. set of guidelines for further and
-related curriculum development-in the exploration realm. This manual
has the same purposes and continues them into the:preparation phase
by using a program_example in curriculum development'guidelines. The
program guide :iS designed to fit into the .scopeof secondary school
programs in the academic, industrial, and Vocational curricula.
Content-is presented-In two.sections; a general overview of quality.
.control and.the inspection-field and a 'section on specific
'occupational preparation./TheigeneraI overviewsection (22 pages)
contains consideration of major influences and environment :
encountered within the Manufacturing enterprise in the quality
:control career-field;:an Overview of statistical usagein quali y.-
control; and description and prescription of:thelob and occupa-ional
hierarchy cOntainedwithin:\the-quality control career fielch The
occupational preparation section (92 pages) provides -guidelines for
development of curriculum in five major qUality control categories
'found in most industries: Blueprint reading,,basic statistics,
mechanical measurement, eleatrical measurement, and chemical
mea'aurement. (LAS)
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FOREWORD

This Occupational-Preparation in the Quality Con
Inspection Field Studeht ManuR1 ic written as a direct fallow-up
of the Exploring Occupationsin Mhnufacturing Student Manjml . Th
-loring Manual's purpose was to:

1. promote an understanding of manufacturing industry;

2. acquaint the students with structures of the mamy
careers, occwations and jobs contained with manufac-
turing enterprise;

3. -explore selected career fields by use of a typical
program example; and

provide a'generalized set of guidelines for further and
related curriculum development in the exploration rea16.

This Manual continues those four purposes into the prepara-
tion phase Fa the same manner. This is accomplished by utilizing
a program example in the curriculum development guidelines.

As was the case in the exploration phase, some delimitation
in the preparation for career fields was necessary. The concen-
tration in quality control was chosen because it contains skills
and knoilledge that are-broad; the comprehensive job classes
examinec have high relationship with all,of the major sub-func-
tions of manufacturing enterprise. This program guide will fit
within the scope of purpose and present on-going secondary school
programs in the academic, industrial and vocational curriculums.

The teaching/learning program team model contained in the
exploration phase is suggested as a resource in the curriculum
developed as a result of this Manual. The conduct of the program--
as.specific skills are developed becomes the focal point--
encouraging use of prescribed resources.

The Manual is presented in two sections, a general overview
of quality control and the inspection field and specific occupa-
tional preparation.

The general overview section contains consideration o iffiajor
influences and environments encountered within the manufacturing
enterprise in the quality control career field; an overview of
statistics usage in quality control; and description and pre-
scription of the hierarchy of jobs and ocalpations contained
within the quality control career field.-



The occupational preparation section provides guidelines for

development of curriculum in five major quality control categories

found in nearly all industries, namely: Blueprint Reading; Basic

Statistics; Mechanical Measurement; Electrical Measurement; and,

Chemical Measurement.

By approaching the preparation phase in a broad sense, it is

hoped that interested students mill see the importance of their

skills and knowledge in quality control and inspection across the

industrial job market. Also, for those students interested in
higher echelon careers in quality control, the basic'preparation
can allow them the same broad view of a field rather than one job.

It is sincerely hoped that this Nhnual serves those purposes.

John E. Radvany
jeputyAssistant Commissioner.-

New Jersey Department of Education
Division of Vocational Education



As with any project encompassing such a diversified field as
Manufacturing Enterprises, this is the result of the efforts of
countless persons who have sugplies the knowledge, and the facts
upon which it rests. Philosophy, rationale, information
critique, testing and change have been reviewed by specill per-
sonnel who worked, on, or supplied information to this project.

To all the many advisory personnel and committee =hers,
sincere thanks are due. It is impossible to list them all and
delineate their contribution.

The Manufacturing Cluster Series of which this is a part
represents an effort in curriculum development by the United States

.ice of Education, the New Jersey Departrent of Education and
Fairleigh Dickinson University.
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;cupationI Pre par tion Isth Ou I
inspection Field

INTRODUCTION

e

Control and

Students who have selected preparation in this career, occu-
pation or job field should have had some prerequisite instruction
in the manufacturing enterprise area. Typical pre-preparation
would include:

1. Instruction and experience gained in the Exploring Manu-
facturin Occ uiations Pro: - from the Wnufacturing
luster Series and o

2. Instruction and experience gained
factuqng Program; McKnight and ig

197Trand/or,----

3. Instruction and experience gained in an industrial arts
or vocational program or selected skills acquisition
courses in trade or general laboratory; general physics
and chemistry; economics and basic math.

There is no specific determinable degree of skills'and know-
ledge needed in any of the ibave areas in order to participate in
the following program but a high interest in these areas would be
a great aid. The first sectian of this manual synthesizes and
articulates, in a general overview, selected major influvnees and
related quality control and inspection knowledge areas contained
within manufacturing. These syntheses, generally, encompass areas
of history, economics, systems technology and career development.

:The second seetion contains a guideline for specific skills
and knowledge acquisition-in the areas of: Blueprint Reading;:
Basic Statistics; Mechanical Measurement; Electrical Measurement;
and Chemical Measurement.

An important factor in the preparation phase is the necessary
overlap in related education and training between that which is
called exploration and preparation. There is no definite cleavage
between the two phases. Exploration continues along with prepara-
tion. Students may drap out during the preparation program_ale to
many reasons. One reason could be a near the end of the program
decision not to pursue this type course of instruction, even
though tilt., student developed-competency in the course. 7



In this case, students may still be exploring, , changing

their direction and/or focus due to awareness of other and more

interesting careexareas they would like to explore for career

preparation. This can be accomplished in this particular course

of instruction. Inspection skills are'impoitant to the quality

control concept in this career. After exploring and trying the

ection field, students may select the higher technician or

engineering'echelons of the carter field. This'may require the

students and school system to rearrange their 'programs with a

balance of academic and vocational subjects, possibly with an

emphasis on academic subjects.

It is the concept-of career education to promote studies with

students involvement in awareness, exploration and preparation

phases so that they cam realize their potential. Usually, poten-

tial is expressed upwards and towards the top. Course emphasis

and specific design to the lowest point will not serve the goal of

education or the student.
0

The career education concept emphasis is on promoting student

potential in work-related dimensions. This course of instruction

should not be interpreted as a method of helping students to

become inspectors or even quality control engineers. This is a

course designed to help and encourage students to prepare them-

selves along educational and training lines in a wide selection of

career choices. This type experience and'instruction has, as its

niaim purpose, the objective of supplying information to promote

understanding of this career field. When this objective is met,

additional activities of narrower field selection, intensive

occupational or job preparation and/or recognition and planning

for advanced formal education can be better accomplished.

aaaviCEINOLOGY ANI) CONMOL

BACKGROUND INFOMAATION

Systemm technology is the knowledge we have coll cted about

systems, their performance and their characteristics. For a

system to exist, it must have a purpose, a mission, or a task that

it can perform.

The American Society for Quality Control defines

"A group of interacting human and/or machine elements,

directed by information, which operate on and/or direct

material, information, energy, and/or humans to achieve a

common specific purpose."

2 -



Listed below for student consideration are typical systems
for.quality control aid' as:

Solar system
Stellar 'system
Economic systems
Political systems
Transportation systems

Communication systems
Educational systems
Distribution systems
Aerospace sYsteMs,
Quality Control sYstemm

The reasons for stressing the system concePt to interested
students are aptly presented in A. V. Feigenbaum's article, Mhjor
New Develo ments in stems En ineerin He states that engineered
systems are -tter or t e ollowing reasons:

1. They operate at optimum speed and with optima resj
2. There is harmony among its human elements.
3. They integrate human and machine elements.
4. They provide higher output/input productivity.
5. They provide output optimization.
6. They provide economy of operation.
7. They allow overall control of action.
8. They influence higher reliability.
9. They'provide for effective maintainability.

A manufacturing system consists of eight major stages as
described by A. V. Feigenbaum. They are:

Marketing
Engineering
Purchasing
Manufacturing Engineering
Shipping

4

Manufacturing Supervision and
Shop Operations

Mechanical Inspection and
Functional Test

Installation and Service

ality systems also provide the benefits to manufacturing
industries as they were listed above. The elements of these
systems include:

People Equipmelit Information

UALITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

In the field of quality control, which is in itself a sys e
there are specific definitions also. One of these definitions
listed by A. V. Feigenbaum in states:

"The quality system is the network of administrative
and technical procedures required to prpduce and
deliver a product of specified quality standards."



The key elements of a quality system as described by A. V.
Feigenbaum are as follows:

1. Production Quality -Evaluation The establishment of
procedures to analyze formally both the product design
and the process design to ascertain that the resultant
product will fulfill the customer's requirements.

2. Product and Process Quality Planning The formalizimg
of plans to measure, attain, and control the desired
product qual

Purchased Material
Control Provides
purchased material.

ity Planning, Eva uation, and
e procedures necess,ry to control

4. Product and Process Quality Evaluation and Control - The
procedures established for implementing the product and
process quality planning.

ity Information Feedback The information system
which forms a part of the quality system.

6. Quality Information Equipment The equipment that pro-
s the qnality measurements that are necessary for

the control of quality identified during product and
process quality planning.

1

Quality Training, Orientation, and Manpower Develop-
ment - Provides the means for developing the people
capability required tolproperly operate the'quality
system.

8. Postproduction QualityService The service provided to
ensure the consumer a product'will function'as expected.

9. Management of the Quality COntrol Function - The pro-
cedures the manager uses in getting his job of managing
done.

10. Special Quality Studies Provides procedures.and tech-
niques for identifying specific quality problems and
finding specific solutions for suCh problems.

The quality system provides the channels through which the
stream of product-quality-related actiVities flow. This, together
with other systems, makes up the main line flow of the total
business system.

11
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ThE MANUTACIURING PROCESS AS A SYSTEM

Applying the ei _t -stages of a manufacturing system into an
operational:function requires an undertanding of the fundamental
factors that affect quality. These seven basic factor; are:

Markets
People
Money

anagemen
Materials
Machimes- anL1ethods

-These factors must be considered in the manufacturing process
at all times. The following diagram shows the general Construc--
tion of a model for a manufacturing system.

SYSTEM CGMPONENTS

Figure 1

MA RKE TS, MONEY
MA TE RLALS & SUPPLIES

APTITUDES

EDUCATION

0 TRAINING

SKILLS

SUPE RV ISION

TE CHTOLOGY

AND

ENVIRONMENT

5

OUTPUT

LAND

BUILDINGS .

MACHINES

MAIN TENAN CE

/CON TROLS



Additional explanation of terms for the manufacturing sys
model in Figure 1 on page 5 are:

1 Technology - Includes the selection of the product to be
manufactured, and the process by which it is produced.

Resources - Include the materials and parts used to make
the products and the power and fuel required to operate
the'production machines.

Facilities - Include the machines
produce the product.

4. Buildings TO house the people and equipmen

Maintenance - Keep the facilities operating and in
condition.

Labor The people .sdio op
factory. They require: "t Education and
Training; and &kills.

Ai
ROLE OF INSPECTION IN QUALITY CONTROL

Me quality of a product is directly,related to the reputa-
tion. and success of, a company. ',The betten its product, the better
its reputation and the better its s#les will be. When the product
is designed, the engineering depant,establishés the specifi-

ions and, therefore; a standard,of quality. Tne/shops make or
f bricate the product according to'' drawings and specifications.
It is the function of-the inspection" division to ensure that the
quality, of the finishetlproduct is in accordance with standards

,that are established.

,__ r

Inspection does not create quality, but es help to con-

trol quality. It provides the meanSiof measuring the quality oftmaterials and rkmanship which -emter into the product. This do s
not mean the duction workers 'do not' have a responsibility whe

,.

com ipletg task since they have to meaSure or othervise examine
their work at various steps in the ppacess.-

There is more to inspection than merely checking the quality
level 'of the finished product. Me aim is to prevent deects bY
discovering and eliminating the causes of-the problem By early
detection,of;a slight variance, the correction of a difficulty may
take place by a minor machine adjustment. If frispection was not

available, many below-standard parts could be produced. This

would result in-a loss of patts and a loss in time"because a com-
plete new set-up of the 'machine would have to take place. Early

inspection can detect conditions which could lower the quality of

the product.

ate the machinery and run

6



EM1§11cLINJELEELMETI

MENEM FOR STATISTICS

(ne of the most important tools used by the quality control

specialist is the mathematics of statistics and probability.

Statistics is a technical word for the study of the results of

such actions as tossing a coin, throwing a pair of dice or playing

a card game. The concept of "playing the odds" has fascinated
humans since the beginning of time. But the practical use of'

statistics is a relatively recent development, with its primary

growth during the TWentieth Century. Statistics'are.used in

me1icine, edlication, research, business and economics.

The principal value of statistics is its application tO the

examination and review,of information obtained from a small

saMple. The information obtained from this/sample can be a very
accurate Measurement for the entire population or group from which

the sample was taken. Tile use of polling techniques to predict
elections and the use of computers to predictthe outcome on
electionnight are exaMples of statistical applications. Tele-

vision programs are rated based on a statistical sampling-of about

1,000 families randomly'selected throughout the United States

lelsen Ratings). From this sample of families and some supple-

mental telephone surveys, the analysts are able to.estimate the

television viewing habits of all the families in the United States.

when referring to quality control by statistical methods, it

is mean; specifically to those quality control techniques which

involve the use of statistical data. The term "statistics" has

caused a great deal of consternation in industry since it is

generally associated with highly involved thedries and mathe-

matics. However, the student'should realize that statistical

methods in industrial daily uSe have been reduced to very elemen-

tary arithmetic and may be-substantiated by simple logical

deduction.

There are three basic areas-of concentration to which statis-,

tical quality control techniques are generally applied. They are:

Process C

As material is processed, samples are taken and inspec-

ted. Based upon the results of these inspections, the
process is either judged to be operating in a normal

1. Process controls
2. Acceptance techniques
3. Special job studies

14
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fashion or subject to unusual conditions. This decision
is based upon the interpretation of a ,quality control
chart. The_control charts may be divided into twa
categories--those for variable and those for'attribute
data.

Whenever the inspections involve a numerical classifica-
tion of a quality,characteristic, the data is said to
involve variables. When a diameter is recorded in
inches, hardness in Rockwell units, chemical contents in
preCentages, or an angle in degrees, the data are
recorded as a variable. If a part is simPlY judged good
or bad, the data is recorded in terns of attributes.
The material either is the proper hardness or it is not
the chemical content is either acceptable or it is not,
the weld either exists or it does not the finish is
either Smooth enough or it is too rough. These classifi-
cations provide data in attribute form.

a. X-R Charts

These charts are for variab

p np and c Charts

These charts are for attribbte data.

-control charts provide their greatest benefit by
detecting, at the earliest possible time, conditions
which cause defective material. Thus, a process may be
corrected before it produces large quantities of border-
line or defective material.

Acce ance Sampling.

Accetance sampling techniques are desigmed to-permit
val decisions on material to be based upon a rela-
tively small sample. This allows inspection of asample
of the parts and a possibility to decide upon this
evidence whether or not the entire group of pqrts is
satisfactory. Nbst of the acceptance Sampling plans are
based upon attribute inspection. The sampling plans

ich are gaining the widest acceptance are the Nilitary
Standard Sanpling Procedures and Tables for Inspection
by Attributes), or N1L-STD-105D, the international desig-
nation of which is ATE-STD-105.

3. Speci4 Job Studies

Very often certain quality information is desired which
is not available from the control charts and acceptance

8-



techniques in use._ Special statistical techniques may
be _used to analyze the data collected. This may involve
special applications-of the control chart techniques or
may involve other more advanced statistical techniques.
Some of the more connon studies might involve the deter-
mination of process capabilities, the review of existing
specifications, the investigation of the relationship of
various chemical or physical properties of a material to
some formed dimension, and the comparison of certain
alternate processes.

Benefits that are obtained from statistical quality control
are listed as follows:

1. Prevents unnecessary inspections.
2. Provides facts for decision making.
3. Improves inspection nethods.
4. Improves flow of material.
S. Stimulates quality consciousness.
6. 'Influences vendor goodwill.
7. Improves product quali
8. Allows process capabilities information.
9. Reduces scrap.

BASIC STATISTICAL METHODS

For the entry level student into the manufacturing -Indust
only a-few of the basic statistical methods should be ne6esa

:.These mathematical tools are:

Average:

Range:

Di ribution:

A measure of central tendency. It is
arithmetic mean of the observed values.

A measure of Variation.- It measures the
spread cif-the-distribution.

,Observed-values will be distributed about
an average. Ther6 are approximately the
sane number of values aboVe and below
avtrages. ..Some of the common distribu-
tion curves used ininduStry are:

1, Normal balanced'distribution with
the highpst number of
readiagq at the average
point.\,1

Poisson
Students "t" /
Chi square

9. -



Standard
Deviation: A measure of dispersion of a normal

distribution.

Control a Charts used to plot inspection data
collected from the manufacturing process
being monitored. This ty0 of chart i5
the most widely,used in industry for
variable dati,collection. Some practical
applications are:

1. Temperatures of irou, furnaces, air.
2. Strength tests on products.
3. Volumes of containers
4. Weights of packaged goods.
S. Moisture contents of lumber.
6. Siies of formed dimensions.
7. Chemical analyses of materials.
8. Finishes of metals or glasses.

Sampling:

requency
Distribution: A tabulation of distribution data shown

in graphical form such as the normal'
curve or a histogram.

When a randomselection of parts are ma
from a group or lot,pf parts dnd inspec-.
tionS are made:on these few to determine
.acceptance or rejection of the entire
lot.

THE USE OF STATISTICS IN INDUSTRY

The departments in manufacturing companies concerned with the
statistical data forms mentioned above, especially the control
chart, are:

Inspection or Quality Control. Collects the data, tabulates
and charts the information, analyzes the data, and'uokes the
interpretations concerning the conformance.

Production Department Responsible for the adjustment and
repair of the process and the supervision of the operators
who actually control or operate the production equipment .
is responsible for the.tinglity of the prOduct.

17
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Methods Department Responsible for providing adequate
tools, fixtures, etc. It is involved in decisions regar
machine repairs which are realized through control chart
studies.

Design Study the process capabilities relative to necessary
specification tolerances. that could result in a change of
specification.

Other Departments Almost all departments associated With
manufacturing and service-will at one time or another, take
action which has been directed from the'findings of the con-
trol chart. Machine replacements, material changes, and
personnel changes are all possible results of quality control

e

investigations.
-

The industrial use of statistical data by the artments
sted above is made necessary beeause of production variations

Variations are differences in the/results of subsequent samples
and are the results of the following:

1. 'Variations due to sampling fluctuation.
2. Variations due to process change.
3. Variations due to faulty inspection techniques.

It is because of these variations that the manufacturing
industry needs trained quality control personnel and emphasize
adequate training of the entry level high school gtudent.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND.PROFESSIONAL DEVEUDINIENT IN QUALITY CONTROL

There are many opportunities and challenges in the field of
manufacturing quality control for the graduating high school stu-
dent. Since the proper performance of gl manufactured products
depends on quality, the modern quality professional should be
aware of the opportunities that enhance personal company, and

community growth and development.

The quality control field provides the following employment
opportunities to the inquiring student:

Inspection
Technical Dc-velopment
Quality Engineering

Reliability Enginee4ng
Quality or Reliability
Management

The high school student preparatory requirements that are
considered basic for the entry ,into the manufacturing industry are
firstpresented and then followed with an approach to continued

:professional development. ,

1 8
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HIGH SCHOOL PREPARATORY CURRICULUM

For the.high school student to be prepared to enter the world
of work in the quality control-field, basic educational develop-
ment_would be beneficial. The following is recommended for the
stlident interested in this field:

Prere uisites

Basic Mhthematics

gebra
Trigonome
Geometry

afting
.1

Human Relations

Quality-Control Concepts

rY Medhank,Ed.Measurements
Blueprint Reading
Statistics
Quality Reports/Data
Specification
. Preparation

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

Concentrations

Electronics in Quality
Control

Nondestructive Testing
Process Control
Metallurgy -

,Reliability Concepts
Quality Costs

On-the-job training is the most corm= of all t aining
methods for inexperienced quality control employees. The amount
4:if training necessary will depend on the induStry and the com-
plexity of the product beingtmanufactured. Since the majority of
companies do not have formP1 training,programs, they rely-on the
high schools to prepare the stuaent.in basic educational needs.
Specific skills are then learned by the new employee on an "as-
required" basis.

Many of the skills-are specialized and require a long training
'period and even certifica ion in some situations: It; tiferefore,

,...

/is necessary for the stude t to learn as many of the prerequisites
as possible before enterin the world-of-'work in the manufacturing

,

industry.

APPRENTICESHIPS

Certain manufacturing companies have apprenticeship programs
in the field of quality\control. These opportunities-are very
limited and do-require a minimum of four years training and edu-
cation. It does provie the company with a well trained employee
but it is expensive tp- mnitor and coordinate.

A hig,h school dipLoira is required and a good background in
science, mathematics, and shop practices is desirable for all

trades. The apprentice then may earn up to forty"(40) units of
college credit for on-the-job training and related technical
instruction. Then with an additional twenty (20) units of college
credit; the student may qumlify for an Associate of Science-Degree
in a junior, college where this program exists.

-12-



COLLEGE TRAINI%

lb help the student understand the educational opportunities

that are available in American colleges and universities, the

following is a lisi of certificates and degrees offered in the

field of quality control:

Proficiency

tificate of Profici
Associate Degree
Bachelors Degree
Mhster's Degree

6
Credit Requirements

27 Semester Units
60 Semester Units

124 Semester Units
154 Semester Units

Many colleges in this country now have some type of quality

control course offering available to the student seeking =timed
education. An example of a career ladder available to a student
in the quAlity control profession is illustrated in the following

matrix entitled, "Educational Mhtrix Ladder for Quality Control,"

(See Figure 2, Page 14).

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS

The American Society for Quality Control is the major profes-

sional society related to the field of quiality control. Just as

many professional organizations do, this society offers membership

at various levels of acareer. There is a student membership
available for the high school student at a very nominal cost.

Of major,significance-, hmever, the American Society for

Quality Control recognizes professionalism through the media of

certification. The inspector that is aspiring fbr a career in
this profession may prepare to become a Certified. quIlity. Tech-

nician. Currently, there are several specific options that are
available in this certification area. They 'are:

Chemical
Food and Allied Industries
Electronids \Inspection
Electronics Technician

Mechanical Inspection
Nbndestructive Testing
Inspection'(Proposed)
Jsluclear Power (Proposed)

Certification is,a recognition of professional peers that an
individual who, "in support of and under the direction'of profes-

sicnal engineers, certified quality or reliability engineers,
quality managers or scientists can carry out in a responsible

rammer, proven quality techniques or those techniques prescribed

b)flengineers."

- 13-
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VIEW OF INSPECIION.AND

There are many different aspects of quality control in manu-
facturing that require basic skills relative to various,inspection
techniques. This,section will explore the different inspection
Ypes and the respective tools used in industrial measurement.

There are-a wide range of inspectiOn classifica io-
try. Someiof the-general types are:

1.. Source,Inspection - The inspection'of hardware at the
source of production: Usually occurs-when the pu±chasez
does not have the adequate testing and/or inspection
facilitiês.

Incoming Material Inspection eiving Inspection) -
Inspections performed at the p er's plant to dete
mine if material conforns to purchase order. mequiromin

Normal Inspection then there is no significant evidence
that the quality of product being submitted is better
than or worse thdn specified requirements.

-

In-Process Inspection Inspectim which is performe
during the manufacturing or-repair cycle in the ef
to prevent defectives from occurring and to' inspect the-
characteristics and attributes which are not capable-of

.f
ibeing nspected at final inspection.

Article La ection - Complete inspection of the
first article produced or received.

ification Inspectione-lExamination and testing as
required in an individudl kx-cification to determine
whether a product is satisfactory for listing on a
qualified producers list.

Inspe tion by Attributes - Inspection wherein the unit
of product is classified as-defective or nondefective

-with_respeCt to a given requirement or set of require-,
ments1---te

8. Inspectio :Variables inspection wherein a specified
quality chgacteristic in a umit of product is measured
on a continT1db - scale.

1
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Other important inspection facters are:

1 Inspection Level Used to indicate the rdlative number
of sample units far a given amount of product. All
ether things being equal, a higher/inspection level
entails a lower risk of acceptance ef a lot of inferior
quality.

Inspection Cot A collection of units Of product from
which a sample is drawn and inspected to determine com-
pliance with the acceptability criteria.

inspection Status A-classification of an item as being
inspected, withheld, rej6tted, or accepted with limita-
tions (conditional).

4. Inspection ,Tests Demonstrate that an article conferMs
to the established requirements with respect-to func-
tion, wOrkmalighip, and materials. The basis of accep-
tance of production articles is controlled with the
following tests:

ty-verification Calibration
Endividual acceptance Production inspection
Receiving inspection

Inspection Record --Recorded data concerning the results
of the inspection with appropriate identifYing informa-
tion as to the'characteristic or clnss of characteristics

inspected.

SPECIFICATIONS

The manufacturing indus\try operates to various specification's,
'while producing their products. These specifications are 'essential
to ensure the quality of the hardware produced and, therefore, the
new eiployee must have an understandimg of these requirements.
For- this reason, basic hlueprimt reading and 'specification pre-
paration were considered to be important enough for incorporation
to high school/curricula.

me c:if /he basic methods of 'corraminicating specificati

manufacturin are:

Blueprints_
era)ting procedures

Company policies
Rejection dotuments

k
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Test procedures
uipment operating procedures
truction man! s

Shop planning



The entry level student would receive on-the-jobstraining
relative to interpretation and.implementing the various specifi-
cations listed in the respective place of employment. However, at
this level the student should at least be aware of the blueprint
basic terminology. These are listed below as a reference to
follow for the interested student:

1. Diiiensions and Tolerances

Interpretation of limits
Datums'
Tolerance of buildup

Position Tolerancing

Coordinate tolerancing Symbols
Polar coordinates Concentricity
True position tolerancing Symmetry

Form Tolerancing

Straightness Angularity
Flatness Parallelism
Cylindricity Perpendicula ity
Profile Runout

4. Surface Texture

CHANICAL INSPECTION AND MORDENT

The basic mechanical measurements uSed in manufacturing are
based on the followimg elementary relations:

Precision exactness, degree of exactitude.

Aceuracy desirability (relation between observe and
values).

Reliability probability achieving desired results.

,Discrimination - the degree to which an instrument subdivides
the unit length (smallest readable).

TO delineatethe differences between these measurement terms,
a variety of mechanical tools are used. Some of the basic units
are listed to acquaint the student with these tools.

17-



Scales'

Architects and Engineers.

Combination Square A:blade and a square head (right

angle references

Protractor Head - For checking angles.

Combination Set - A combination square with a protractor
and center.heads.

Gauges

Deptkillasures he es; grooves

Calipers-- Instruments that physically e the
separation between the reference point and measured
point of any dimension within this range.

Dividers_- For line measure; ouicalipers, for en
measurement; inside calipers, for end measurement;
hermaphrodite, for line to end meas

Surface Tb transfer height measurements part to

Micrometer NOasurements of very high ari,lification
the use oftscrew threa

uge Blocks End s
o form length combinations
measurement

c Optical cowarator; microscope, tool. makersd
electron; x-ray and televi

-
Sion.

Limit Gauges,tflat measure one single dimension (go/

gR,

Plug - inspections.

Ring Diameters, thicknesses and lengths.

Snap Fixed or adjustable calipers used for the size
coktrol of external dimensions.

Taper Parallels. ,

-Gaps or spaces.Feeler



Radius Center point to arc on circle.

Screw Thread Gauges For stred thread measurement

tolerances.

Torque Wrenches Use to measure the resistance to .

turning.

Surface:Plates .!Serve as horipntal reference planes of

suffitient strength and rigidity-that measureMent.opera-
tions may be supported on it. Also used as grinding
tables,,planning tables, and lathe ways. ,

Surface Roughness Scales Used for evaluating roughness
by' sight or fingertip by using a sdalelsiith saMples-of
comparabre pattern.

6. Protrac_ors, Squares, Levels, Clinometers Used to

measure angles.

ELECTRICAL TEST'AND PEASUREMENT

Electrical measureMent is pne of the major measurement tate-
go-ries of concern to inspection and quality control. The student

shipuld be aware of this category of measurement and the basic
instruments used by inspectors.

1. Resistance measurement (comnon equipmen

Ohmmeter- Kelvin

Voltmeter - Ammeter Megohmmeter

Wheatstone /P.

Current measurement

Galvonometer (For s'amll currents in bridge circuits, ;

potentiometers andother measuring equipment).

Ammeter,(Shunts) (For larger current measurements

Voltage measurement

Voltmeter Measures various ranges of-voltage.

Electro meter,- es an air-core electromapet in

lieu of a permanent magnet).

Power measurement

Wattmeter - Measures elec ric power by emplpying two
elements, one current operated.and one voltage-operated.



Multiple measurement

Oscilloscope Permits determination of current, voltage,
and frequency by visual graphical relationships.

Capacitance and inductance measurement

Schering Bridge Resonance Bridge
Maxwell Bridge Capacitance Comparison
Hay Bridge Bridge
Owen Bridge Inductance Comparison

Bridge

MEASUREMENT OF PHYSICAL ANM CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

The measurement of special properties of materials, parts,
and liquid is often required in manufacturing. Chemical solutions
must be tested for the correct mixture. Water must be tested for
purity. The weight of parts and products is also important, since
many products are priced by the pound or gram. Most physical and
chemical properties are too complex to measure by simple experi-
ments. The following are only, examples of the kind of neasure-
ments required.

Measurement Of Physical Characteristics

Correct determination of weights of.objects has significant
applications in all fields of American life and occupations.'

There are two basic systems of weights and measurements used.

1. British System

a.' The units of weight commonly used in the United
States and other English speaking nations were
derived from British units in colonial days.

b. The basic units of weight are: ounces (oz.)
pounds (1 lb. 16 oz.),,tons (2,000 lbs.

2,, Metric System

a. The metric system is c) dinarily used for scientific
measurement throughout the world and for commercial
puxposes in most nations.

The basic units of weight a gra) (g ), _:lograms

g = 1,000 grams).

2 8
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Weights of objects are determined by two basic type

balances.

1. The equal arm balance This type of balance is by far
the most accurate and different variations axe found in
all laboratories.. This type of balance uses the lever
principle.

2. Spring balances These types of balances use a spring
mechanism which is compressed when a weight is placed
upon them. A direct reading of the compression of the
spring records the weight of an object. Since springs
lose their elasticity over a period of time, these types
of balances are not very accurate.

Chemical Measurements,

Qualitative measurement OT analysis is used to test fbr the
presence of a certain substance in a sample of material or liquid.

They are usually observed,by one or wore of the senses taste

odor, touch, and sight.

1. ph measurement The ph of water is a measurement which
determines whether water is acidic, basic (alkaline) or
neutral. This is of extreme _importance to the sanitary
engineer in terns of water softening, proper bacteria
action on sewage, corrosive action of water antil proper
appearance and taste. Depending upon the environment,
natural waters can become basic or acidic. Listed below
are some conmon bases and acids found in the home.

a. Bases - Basic substances have a bitter taste, feel
slippery to the touch and turn red litmus paper
blue. Some common bases are: ammonia, bleach,

baking soda, and lye.

Acids Acidic substances have a sour taste and
turn litmus paper red. Some common acids are:
boric acid, lemon juice citric acid), and vinegar

(acetic acid).

2. Flame test of elements Some chemicals, when placed in
the flame of a bunsen burner will give off a color 6at
is characteristic of that element. Same examples of
this chemical reaction are as follows:

2 9
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Substance

NaC1 Sodium Chloride
CuNO3 Copper Nitrate
CuCl Copper Chloride
CaC12 Calcium Chloride
KC1 Potassium Chloride
K4O3 Potassium Nitrate

Color

yellow
blue-green
blue-green
red
violet
violet

Color
Due to

Sodium
Copper
Copper
Calcium
Potassium
Potassium

Spectral Analysis A spectroscope is an optical instru-
ment which breaks down the light entering it into
separate frequencies by use of a prism or a diffraction
grating.

Quantitative analysis is the determination of the presence of
a substance in a sample of matter by weig,ht or volume Quite
often the chemistry and mathematics involved in solving quantita-
tive problems require a complete course in chendstry and a good'
knowledge of mathematics. There are, however, efficient method's
employed using standard solutions which make ihis task simpler.'
As indicated before, color indicators will deternine the presence
of a certain substance in a sample of matter. However, if a known
amount of the indicator is added to a known volume of the sample,
a direct reading of the intensity of the color will indicate the
amount of substance present in the sample', as in the:

Determination of chlorine quantit in a swimming pool.
Determination of the ph value of water.

//
These tests are but two of many color indicator tests that

can be done to determine the quantity of any substance in a Sample

of solution. Modern laboratories will have in stock these standard
solutions, which enables the laboratory technician to efficiently
and accurately determine t e amount of m1qiown in any sample
solution.

THE qUALITy CONTROL CAREER FIELD

A student considering a career in the areas of quality con-
trol, inspection and test occupations can "Ne the general Struc-
ture of the qflality control career field in Figure 3, page' 24.

For purposes of preparation in the quality control, ii.spec-

tion and test career fields at the secondary level, the area of
inspection and test is emphasized primarily. A student *tem-
plating immediate job-entry will, prebebly, enter at thellevel of
inspector. The immediate job-entry positions are, typically:
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Inspector-Trainee To perform semi-repetitive checking, com-
paring or inspection functions, including the operation of

certain testing machines or equipment, while working under

the guidance 9f more experienced inspectors.

Quality Technician TO perform standard laboratory tests,
and preparation and analysis of in-process samples in accor-

dance with established methods and general instructions
utilizing appropriate equipment to determine product

acceptability..

Inspector --To inspect the fabrication, assembly, mating,

functional test and checkout of manufactured products.

Tbol and Gauge Inspector To perform a variety of compli-
cated inspections on ell types of first-run precision machined

parts to prove accuracy of machine tools. Use complicated

inspection and precision measuring instruments and equipment.

Inspect, maintain, adjust, and order all thread and plug
gauges used in a company operation.

Assembly Inspector Inspect electrical and mechanical

assemblies and subassemblies.

Shipping Inspector Inspect components, parts, assemblies,

spares, tools, associated ground support and test equipment,

raw materials for shipping preparation.

Statistical Clerk Perform elementary data compilation.

The chart of ob-entry positions is not for any single indus-

try, but is applicable to all 21 industries delineated in the

structure of manufacturing section contained in this Mhnual.

Also, it is not the intent to concentrate on job-entry skills

only. The skills and knowledges obtained in the area of inspec-

tion and test are applicable to the upper echelons of quality

control level career fields as well.

Although nO specific inforMation-is shown within'the career

field of quality control about quality,assurance, it wo- d seem to

warrant a brief consideration.

Quality assurance is often confused, sometimes purposefully,

with quality control. Quality assurance is viewed as being a
higher-order operation of quality programming starting at the

upper end of systems engineering, coumonly called systems archi-

tecture. This assurance field is comprehensive in total dimension

of gmlity, be it design, selection or operation. The programming

necessitates multi-disciplinary teams being utilized in systems

3



PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

GROUP ENGINEER

(ENG) HIGHER POSITION

REL.' PROJ. ADMIN.

SUPERVISION (FAG)

REL. PROJ. ADMIN.

. SUPERVISION

STAFF ASSIGNMENT

BS/BA Degree, Cert. 'of Proficiency or

ASQC Certification and 6 Yra. ()glorious. --fr
Advanced Degree reduce tirrie factor 2 Yrs.

ASQC Certified Engineer or Cert. of L

Proficiency and 13S/BA Degree

Cert. of Proficiency & 4. Yrs. experience or

A.S. Degree QC&R and 2 Yrs. experience or

ASQC Prof. Cert. and 2 Yrs. experience.

DS - gachelor of Seience Degree

BA - Bachelor of Arts Degree

As% . American Society of

Oality Control

AS - Associate in Science Do tee

Cert. - Certificate

Prof. Professional

Eligineet

Quality Control

/R ENGINEER.SENIOR

Q:R ENGBIEER

AS_SOCIATE ENGINEER

Q/11 SPECIALIST.SENIQR

ASQC CERTIFIED ENGINEER, REFRESHER COURSE&TEST

I .

A.S. DEGREE QC &R 60.UNITS4AN DIEGO JR:rCOLLEGES

QIR SPECIALIST

CERTIFICATE OF PRO7IC'ENC 'It 26 uNITS.SAN DIEGO JR, COLLEGES

rUDENT

(HIGH SCHOOL OR EQUIVALENT) pRESENT EMPLOYE



activities. Quality control, inspection and test are definitely

the building blocks of this field, but so are reliability, main-

tainability, cost effectiveness and logistics activities. The

main difference between quality control and quality assurance is

concerned with ,any regular mechanical, electrical or other system,

but, also includes the human operator as part of the system and

the total\performance--both specified and unspecifiedthat the

system does and is capable of accorrylishing.

In this field, the nearest comparison for careers, occupa-
tions or jobs would have to include quality control, inspection

and,test as a basis. The next echelon would be a generalist or

systems engineer in specialties sudh as hydraulics, electronic, or

mechanical systems. The next level would consider total systens
in an overall management sense, for example, management of the

space program including ground support system, launch system,

flight control system, monitoring/cormunication system and landing

system.

The career paths, at this time, are, not well defined above

quality control and systems architecture levels. This level of

the expanded career field is mentioned for purpose's of information

and for later use in educational-career oriented endeavors.
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c,cifk OcUpatIoswI Prepara Hon SubIecM atter

INIRODMION

This section of. the Kanual contains sUbject matter related to
whatis called "hard-skills" acquisition. These skills and know-

ledge wilI be acquired in,the areas of:.

1. Blueprint Reading
2. Statistics,
3. Mechanical Nbasurement
4. Electrical Neasureftent
5. Chemical Measurement

The wide range of related information contained in the first
section of this Nhnual, aids the students to better understand
what they are about to,learn relative to: function; the manner
and mode of the,format; and, the kinds of Skills and kthowledge in
the manufacturing_Enterprise Career Field of Quality Control and

ection.

The purpose of study in this program is-forlimmediate job :
entry- Purposes of pursuing advanced formal education in-this
'field or related career fields can be secured:after basic know--
ledge:and skills are learned.

ELUEPRINI READING

DWINSIONS AND TOLBANCES-

The effectiveness of a quality control inspector is highly
dependent on the ability to understand industrial hardware speci-
ficatiOns and drawing concepts. It is therefore necessary to
review the basics of dimensions and tolerances.

'A blueprint contains all the manufacturing requirements for
the part being produced, either by direct notation or by reference
to other documents and standards. In industry, the blueprint is
also called an "engineering drawing," "drawing," or 'print." Each
of these will bring similar responses to experienced workers.
They will be used interchangeably id this resource guide.

The blueprint is also used to inspect a part received from
outside sources, during manufacturing, and at the completion of
fabrication. Unless deviations or exceptions are issued by
engineering, the drawing is the main authority for acceptance or
rejection.

3 0
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DIMENSIONS

ns given on a blueprint describe the geometric
features of the part and mean angular units as uell as linear
unitS. The following sketch is an example of dimensioning:

Tolerances are used for two purposes: one, to allow the part
. to be manufactured to udthin a plUs or minus of its design and
two,.toiinsist that the partbe ianufactured to within a tolerated
dimension'. The reason for these' tolerances'is ustially because the
part must fit with or in another part.

Tolerances are allowable variations in the dimensions given
on d blueprint. These variations must be considered and taken
into account by the manufacturer and the inspector.

/.
The design engineer assigns tolerances to a dimension based

on the anticipated use of the part. A critical part in a high
precision machine might have to fit a matching part udthim .001
inch, while a nonfunctional part in the same machine might be
acceptable if it is within .01 inch of its basic dimension.
Assigned tolerances are never smaller than needed to do the job,
since manufacturing costs rise rapidly as tolerances decrease.

Therefore, a tolerance is the total amount that the dimension
may be permitted to.vary or it is the total amount between the
maximum and minimum limiting dimensions. A column way to show a
toleranced dimension 'on a blueprint is:

2.145 t .004

This means that an acceptable measurement obtained by the
inspector can be nogreater than 2.149 nor less than 2.141.. This
is achieved by the following arithmetical addition and subtraction:

2.145 and 2.145
+004 -.004
2.149 MA-7ff
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The total amount between these extremes is the tolerance,

.008, which is the total amount that the dimension may vary.

The tolerance is not always_ split evening between plus and

Minus values. Since the assigned tolerance reflects the use of

the part, it often happens that more leeway is allowed on one side

of the basic dimension than on the other side. For example:

+.003 +.006 +.000

2,145 or 2.145 or 2.145

-.005 -.002 -.008

Toleranced dimensions may appear on the bl -print in other

forms.

For example, +.003
2.145-.005

can be expressed as a pair of limiting dimensions and stacked

vertically, as follows:

2.148
2.1410

or placed side by side with a dash between, such as:

2.140-2.148

RANCE BLOCK

Often drawings do not list dimensions directly on the figure

of the part and would lead the student to believe there are no

apparent tolerances. In such cases, look for a "tolerance block"

usually imprinted on the drawing form as part of the title block.

It will look something like the following:

-TOLERANCES (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOT D
ON FACE OF DRAWING)

. X ±

XX ± .03

. XXX ± . 010

Another way of specifying tolerances is by a general note ou

the face of the drawing. An example is:

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, all
tolerances are +.010.

3 7
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Another possible note is:

NUIE: Tolerances are as specified in
company standard practices.

Any document, guide, standard, specification, or 'similar
.directive relating to manufacturing of the part, should be refer-
enced in a note on the face of the drawing.

INTERPRETATION OF LIMITS

All dimension limits are considered to be absolute; that is,
no measurement that exceeds a limit is acceptable. This may seem
elementary, but consider the following example:

A toleranced dimension of 1.625 .003 on the blueprint
means that the limiting dimensioTis are 1.622 and 1.628.
The argument could be made that a measurement of 1.6283
is acceptable because,it rounds off to 1.628, but that
is not the case. Any measurement above 1.628,-even the
three ten-thousandths, is unacceptable. On the lower
end of the tolerance, a measurement of 1.6218 is equally
unacceptable even though it rounds up to 1.622.

DATUMS

A datum is a stable feature such as a surface, line, nr
point-on-a-part, used as a starting point for spcdfying
(xr for taking measurements. Mien datums are identified on ,
blueprint, they are noted with a capital letter, A, B.
Examples are:

The sketch number (3) is the best description of datum line,
since it is obvious that dimensions are placed at the right side
and at the top of the part, there is no need to label these datum
surfaces or planes.
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Both of the other sketches ((1) and (2)) are common examples

of the use of letters to identify datuns. One method in which

each letter is enclosed in a heavy black box and attached to the

datum. The second method in which arrows are simply used to

identify the corresponding datum surfaces.

Plane surfaces are commonly used as datums, as are other

features, for example, a cylindrical surface, a center line, or a

center plane. Whatever the datum, it must be identifiable and

accessible to be useful for measuring.

TOLERANCE BUILDUP

Tolerance buildup occurs when several dimensions are placed

sequentially together, each having specific tolerances causing

the tolerances of each to add together resulting in a 4buildup."

This is commonly called chain dimensioning and is illustrated in

the sketch below as each feature being dimensioned from a neigh-

boring feature rather than from a datum.

X ± . 0

XX± 0 XX± . 01 XX±. 01 XX±. 0

The location of hole "a" can vary +.01 with respedt to the

left edge of the part, hole "b" can vary. +.01 with resIdect to hole

"a"

The location of hole d" could vary with respect to the left

edge of the part and,still be in tolerance. The distance that is

"tolerable" in this case would be +.04. This is because the

tolerances are additive. If all ,tolerances between two points In

a chain of dimensions are stretched to their limits, the location

of one point with respect to the other will vary by the sum of the

intermediate tolerances. In this case it was +.01 +.01 +.01 =

+.04, the tolerance range of hole "d" with respect to the left

edge.

Variations of chain dimensions can be used, such as direct

measurements from one hole to another (a and d) or change to datum

dimensioning by using hole "a" as a datum and locating holes "V

d "c" as well as "d" by direct dimensioning from "a". Thg.

30-
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dimension berween."a" and any of the other holes is now directly
controllWto a tolerance,of +.01. Datum dimensioning is oammonly
seen_on blueprints since it controls critical dimensions with less
buildup of tolerances.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Sketch two diagrams with the followtn ions:

+.005
1.038 .002 and 3.875 -.010

and determine which of the following is correct:

1.038-1.040 or 3.880
3.865

+.005=
2. Given a toleranced dimension of 2.150'-.0030 whidh of

the following measurements are out.00tolerance? Answer
this question from the following choices.

2.153
2.146

2.105 2.1550
2.1494 2.1551

Refer to the lesson on interpretation' of limits for
direction to the proper response.

Basic drawings lueprints should be reviewed by the_
student to seek out the different uses of datum des-
criptions.

Sketch several features on a form and place several
.

dimensions in a. line.- Then add the' tolerances of these
many dimensions to gain confidence in the proper method
of tolerance buildup.

POSITION TOLERANCE; COORDINATE TOLERANCING, AND POLAR COORDINATE

Much of the time that an inspector uses is spent on measuring
the position of features (holes, faces, notches, etc.) with
respect to each other or to a datum. Generally, this is necessary
to ensure that the form does not deviate more than a prescribed
amount from an established,pattern or geometric shape.

The inspector must therefore be familiar with positional
tolerancing and form tolerancing what they are and how they are
noted or specified on a blueprint.

-
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POSITIONAL TOLERANCE is._the allowable,variation in the

cifiedrposition of a feature in relat-ipn to some other feature

datum.

An example'of positional tolerancing is the distance that the

center of a hole may deviate from an ideal or exact position.

This means the actual position of the center point must fall

within the positional tolerance. Dimensions do not have to have

any bearing whatsoever on the shape or form of the,part but pro-

vide positional tolerance.

COORDINLATE,TOLERANCING involves the use of coordinates to

position a feature. An example of coordinates is illustrated on

the following sketch:

STREET
INDEX

Main street on this map sketch is located at the intersection

of coordinates "C" and "6". Notice that the coordinates are

initiated at the left edge and.the top edge. These are equivalent

to the datums of a part sketch. Coordinates also occur at 90

degrees orxight arigles to each other.

Two toleranced dimensions at right angles to each 0 er.will

intersect to give a toleranced position for the feature.

Toleranced position
of center of hole

xaggerated)..

4 1
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-exaggerated dimensional differenteS -show the eff
coor te tOlerancing on%-the lecation, Of a hole". ,ac _

area for the centet'-point iS a-square; -.04 by, .04..
example; the:tolerance is the same' in both direCtionS gi
Square tolerlinCe zone. If the 7toleranCe ,. is,;grea_. ter. 41.
tionthan ;the: other, the :. shaPei of the tolerance- zone
rectangular. 'The tplerance ',zone resulting from tOci tolermiced
coordinates is always sqUare or rect
sites 'are in polar coordinates

Polar dimensions (coordinates) consist of a direction an
distance from a point (or pole). The directional coórdinaté is
given in degrees of rotation arotmd a pole, and t1e dis ance from
a pole is a sipple lhiear dimension.

In the exsuple of polar coordinates above the holes- axe
positioned radially by the measurement from the center point. The

, second_hole is also positioned by the angular neasurement from the
first hole. .

The -tolerance zone is wedge shape
cocirdimate tolerances.

Figure B

Tole ranOe
Zone

Z. 660

4 2
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Figure A shows polar coordinate tolerances as. you iouldsee
them on a blueprint. Figure B is an exaggerated pictearr-of the
resulting tolerance zone4.

TRUE POSITION TOI.,ERANCI

position of a feature is its basic or theo etically
exact position.

The true position of a hole is determined by basic
eramced dimensions. For example:

XX. XX BSC

. XX BSC

However, as we learned earlier: untoleranced dimensions
themselves are useless because manuiacturing and inspection
processes always include errors. The problem is. overcome

- adding tolerances to- the basic dimensions as shown in the following
sketch:

XX. XX* . 01 ----

L-

. X X . 0

In true position tolerancing, the eçact position of the
feature is established firit, using basic dimensions, and then by
applying the tolerance directly to the feature. To locate a hole
within .005 radius of true position, the sketch might look like:

XX BSC -lb
. XX BSc

- 34 -
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_ e firststatement in_ the notation. DIA." ii the
toleranced hole size. The second.part ok the notation.is the true
position tolerance.

A blueprint can Also express the tte position -tolerance in
, terms of "diameter" rather than radius

I

"LOCATE AT TRUE POSITION WITHI .910 DIA.

True position tolerancing has been used to lo e-a.s
hole pattern. I

..XXX7. XXX DIA.
6 Holes Eq. Sq.
and Loc. at True
Pos4 Within .010 Dia.

X. XXX BSCI

First notice that the hole diameters are toleranced by high-
low dirrensions (.XXX-.XXX DIA.). The six holes are equally spaced
(6 holes Eq.Sp.) with centers located within circular tolerance
zines of .010 diameter whose centeis are at true positions (LOC AT
TRUE PCS WITHIN .010 DIA) _

Other examp es of tolerance zones are:

. The Square Tolerance Zone

TRUE
POSITION

141-- 010 El*. 01 0-gt.

TOLERANCE
. 010

ZON
. 0 0

Point "a" is an-acceptable iotation fOr the toleranced
"feature. Point 'TO is also acceptable even though it is located,
in the _extreme corner. . Point "c" iS hot ,acceptable Since it is-
located outside the,square zone,.

35
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\

A true position tolerance of .0l4r in the following sketch

give a circular tolerance zone into which the square zone

cwould just fit.

The shaded areas represent the added locations available with

rue positions tolerancing. The result is fewer rejections.
-1

True position tolerancing is not used exclusively for loca-,

ting round features such as-holes, The location of tabs andislots

can also be toleranced in relation to the true position of their

center, planes.

2 S OTS

In these cases, tolerances express the acceptable variation

of the center plane to each side of its true position. The state-

ment will look like this:

-"LOC WITHIN .015 EITHER SIDE OF TRUE

Whether'tolerancing is to the true position of a hole,,a tab,

or any similar feature, the true position must be established by

basic dimensions, with respect to the datum.

4 5
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Positional ana form tolerances are often. expressed in
viated form to sinlify notations on the face of the blu6print.
Me following block,,, keyed to a particular hole on-the drawing
means the same as, "LOCATE WITHIN .008 r OF TRUE POS IN RELATION
TO SURFACE A."

16331 005
Crel

The first square always contains a
applicable geometric charac eristics in this case,
TRUE POSITION.

Another conman symbol
'city.

esen s

It is used to xprèss.con

Concentricity is a connitiOn in iàhich t or. nDre surfáes
revolution (cylinders cones, etc a common ax s

I_

COMMON
AXIS.

The degree to which the axis may deviate from a datum axis is
the tolerance. AS in the positioning of holes , or slots, the
tolerance is expressed either by note or with L-ymbols.

The following symbol, gives a concentricity tolerance:

. 010 DLA.

A third positional tolerancing incluies symmetry. This is a
condition in which the feature is distributed syrnetrically on
both sides of a central plane of da

Symmetry tolerance is expressed by a note or by the symbol
. A typicalknote might Tead, "SYMETRICK. WITH DATUM A WITHIN

.008 TOTAL." "Tow" means that the stated tolerance is vided
evenly on both sides of the datum plum.

-



e converts to

M.

A .005r

.00 TOTAL

er ixamples of symbolic expressions

.010 DIA.
CONCENIRIC 113 4.,141THIN .010
DIMMER

.01 DIA.
LOCATE AT-TRUE POSITION WIThIN.
.102 DIAMETER IN RELATION 10
DATUM B AND A

.005 DLA.



Review the following sketch and determine if the dixnen
sions-shown provide pOsitional tolerances.

For direction twthe answer, review the preceding,pages
on basic tolerancing beginning with page 31.

Read a local street map and mark the coordinateS of your
high school location, the home, fire station, or otier
points of interest.

The student should determine the shape of the tolerance
zone'for the hole location in;the following sketch.

XX BSC----0 X. XX X. XX DLA.
Locate within 005 r

of True Position.

Write the interpretation for each of the following true
pásition tolerance symbols on a sheet of paper, then
turn to the text for your answers.

Change the following note to the correspoiding symbolic
expression:
- ,

"SONETRICAL WITH DAILIM P
.005 TOTAL."

4 8
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Reylew the ma erial to de ermine if roundness con
can be limited to only certain areas of a part.

The student should review angularity requirements
answer the following questionS: ,

a.. What type

,

is being controlled?

%hat is the total horizontal size tolerance?

c. %hat is the tetal angular telerance?
pr.

.790* .010

d. What is the approximate maximum distance that the
angular tolerance zone can shift to right or left
and'still remain within the limits of size?

\

8. Summarize and evaluate the various position tolerancing
methods and relate the associated symbols with'each.
Check these by reviewing a drawing fram an industrial
manufactured part.

FORM TCCIMANCING

Form tolerancing controls the conditions of shape or. form,

such as:

. Straightness

. Flatness

. Roundness
lindricity-

RunOut

Profi e
. Angularity
. Parallelism
Perpendicularity

Strai tness - the symbol for strai ess is
drawing that speci ies this symbol is as follows:

k .005] . 7 5 750 DIA.



1 for flatness is 0 6. A drawing that
ess symbol is as follows:

I x.xxx
x.xxx

n note form the toler cc above would read, FIAT WITHIN

\
Ihis flatness tolerance me that all points on the surface
being controlled must be be en two parallel planes spaced
at .008 apart.

Roundness - The control of roundness is similar to strai
ness except that two concentric circles
rather than two parallel lines.

The symbol for rounfiness is

foray_ the boundaries

Roundness is controlled by tolerancing any tumid section from
a cylinder, a cone, or a sphere.

The tolerance c- lout appea follows:

OR IN NOTE FOR

SPHERE,,

1

ROUND WITHIN
. 005 ON r

The term "ON r in the note means that two concentric circles
will have a radius difference equal to the stated tolerance.

- 41 -
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Cylindricity the symbol for cylindricity is
exanple of a drawing illustration is as follows:

CYLINDRICAL
olo ON r

This irans that the cylindrical surface t be between two
concentric cylinders, one having a radius .010 larger than
the other.

Profile -.Profile tolerancing involves either a line or a
urface.

Using the part shown, for example, either the entire surface
between "A" and "B" can be toleranced, or a line between "./V
andr"B" formed by a parallel section through the part can be
toleranced.

Aprofile may.consist of one or more radius curves, strai
lines, angles, and irregular curves. Therefore, pTofile
tolerances, control both shape and size;

0,b

Profile ETyrnbols are: IIfThJt for a' line

Examplen Are.:
.41_,14 AROUND

BETWEEN A 010

42-



gulari y'- A form of tole :icing that requires. a da tut

plane or axis to be sileciffed from Which the angle is.measur
The symbol for, angularity is " In the example:

ANGULAR TOL.
.012 TpTAL
SURFAdE A

This angularity' tolerance 1 that
be between two parallel plaPv., .012
degrees to datum surface A-

the'

ap-rt
ar surface nust'

and angled at 25

Parallelism The Condition .
surface ate the same'distaw
is controlled by the assign
the distance from the datu- ,Nty

The ol for parallelism is '

An example drawing is:

ich

m a
of a

all parts of a line or
datum axis or plane. It

tolerance Within which
lomd to vary.

.The example drawing.specifies that all Points on the i.per
-surfacemust be between twq planes that are .002 apart and
ate parallel to surface}L'' r,

In theabsence.of-a more restrictive flatness tolerance, a
parallelism tolerance also controls flatness

Perpendicularity.7 is always specified in-401ation to.A
datuM. It isthe Condition in which a surface, line, or axis-
is at right angles. (90 degrees ) to the reference feature.

The l of perpendiculari is " "

52
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and 2 of perpendicu]Arity illus ra ion are:

002 O
PERP. TO SURF. A.

R
WITHIN .002 TOTAL'

Example 1 means that all points on the controlled surface
must be between two planes, .002 apart, that are perpendi-

cular to surface A.

Example 2, illustrates perpendicular tolerancing of the axis

of a holer' ation to a surface. This means that the axis

,of the hole be located within a cylindrical zone .005

in diametr, that is perpendicular to surface A.

Runout - A tolerance that controls the relationship of:two or
more features,that have.a.commo$ axis. The symbol for

runout is,

The runout tolerance notation on a blueprint sqill:identify,

the datum axis, about which additional featUres are con-.

\trolled. An example:to illustrate this is:

A.002 A.001

The initials "FIR" are usually used when speci_ g a runout

tolerance in note form. It means_"full indicator reading."
When "TIRP is used, it means "total indicator reading." If
smbols are used in lieu of the note in the example above it

would appear as follous:

When mounted on Datums
B and O Designated
Surfaces must be within

Total Runout (FIR)
Specified by 'A.

-447
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The run symbol is the least descriptive of its function,
although it does suggest thd contact point of an indicator
gauge, the type of equipthent used to measure runout.

1. Obtain a blueprint from a company or local comercial
manufacturing firm that produces metal products.
Identify thi various form tolerances and mark them.
Check your results with the lesson on form tolerancing
in the resource guide.

Practice the differ,ent syhthoi of form tolerances en
sketches of an object in your home.

Enroll in a blueprint reading or a mechanical drawing
course to get practice in using the different form '

tolerance methods.

4. Visit_the)metal shop in your high schoOl and ask_the
teacher to illustrate the variOus methods of fol-ms on
items in the shop. Perhaps you may enroll in a class,t6
practice making the differentlorms.

1

SURFACE TEVIIIRE

Surface ioughness plays an important part in any assembly
where friction and sliding ability are involved. The surface

imish or texture of a part,may be specified on the blueprint for
any one of a number of Yeasons. Close tolerance components
-require close control of surface finish; surfaces subject to
friction also require special attention. Even appearance is
affected by surface texture and where appearance is important,
the texture is specified.

1. Surface roughness is surface irteguJarities in a con-
sistent pattern produced by machining or,processing.

4



nim the ideal smooth surface are:

ess - finely spaced surface- irregularities in a
consistent pattern produced by machining or processing.

Waviness - an irregular surface condition of greater
spacing than rougimess.

Flaws - irregularities that do not appear in a consis-
tent pattern.

Lay - a predominant direction of surface pattern.

2. The following sketch is presented to illustrate the
aepartures from the ideal smooth surface:

FLAW LAY DIRE C TION

RoUGHNESS
HEIGHT

ROUGHNESS
WID TH

Some examples of surface texture produced by various
production processes and machines are as follows in
exaggerated form:

Lathe machining produces a
crystalline surface that has
peaks and deep valleys.

WAV MESS -

HEIGHT

Grinding reduces large
peaks but produces smalle
ones.



Honing produces fine
scratches.

Lapping leaves minute
scratehes finer than
honing.

Gauge block - surfaces
have very shallow scratches.

Buffing produces heat to bring about "plastic flow" and
aids reflectivity but reduces quality of surface flatness.

Texture is used to reduce friction and reduce wear for the
following reaeons:

-A Surface too rough causes excessive wear.

A surface too smooth will not allow lubricant retention.

A surface too smooth is a poor compl*ent in metrelogy.

NOTE: A buffed or polished surface may have good reflective
qualities but does not have a good surface finish.

3. Surface texture (finish) symbols are listed and illus-
trated below:

Shown on drawings to indicate a surface to be
machined to the roughness height stated in the
blueprint finish block.

Roughness Height Rating The surface roughness

63

/

hei expressed by a numerical rating, placed

\

adjacent to, and at the left of the long leg as
. shown. The specification of one number indicates

the maximum perndssable sustained roughness beight
rating. Any lesser rating is acceptable.

- 47-
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63
3 Z

Maxim= and Minimum Ratings - Maximum and minimum
roughness height rating shall indicate permissable
range. .The maximum rating shall be placed above

he minimum as shown.

Waviness Height The waviness height value, in
inches, is placed above extension line as shown.
The value indicates maximum allowable waviness
hei

Othe_ symbols for lay are:

v/1 Lay is perpendicular.

Lay is parallel.

\ix - Lay is angular in both directions.

Lay is multidirectional

Lay is circular.

Lay is approximately radial.

NOTE One final point regarding surface symbols is when only
roughness height is specified, the symbol is dften abbre
viated to a simple check mark such as 32

This simplified symbol means that there is no requirement to
limit waviness. It will be necessary, hoWever, to determine
lay either visually or by some.experimental means, and to
establish a roJghness width cutoff value to set on the
measuring equipment, usually the standard value. (.030).

In most cases when all surfaces of a part have the same
surface roughLss and waviness requirements, the finish
symbol appears only in the finish block.of the blueprint. In

cases of varying siarface roughness and waviness, the most
predominant \surface requirement appears in the finish block

, of the blueprint. In cases of varying surface roughness and
waviness, the Most predominant surface requirement appears in
the finish block\of the blueprint with the exceptions being
shown by placing the finish symbol on the exception surface
or by placing the finish symbol on an extension line from the

surface to which it'applies.



A typical drawing illustration depicting drawing symbols for

surface texture is as follows:

ROUGHNESS
HEIGHT 50

(MICRO-LNCHES)

00 2

--7WAVINESS HEIGHT

Il 0 0 541_ ROUGHNESS WIDTH

DIRECTION OF LAY

Surface finish is specified by the Arithmetical Average
(AA) which designates the distance between the mean line

and the crest or peaks as illustrated below:

CREST (IDE.Pil)

AA
MEAN LINE

Surface finish is measured in microinches (1U) and is

expressed as 0.000001 inch or 1 x 10 - 6th power.

Precautions: Before determining surface texture measuring
methods, the texture parameters or needs must be con-

sidered. These are:

The average range of departures from the average of

the high and low poLnts of the surface.

The height of,the most prottuding element .(peaks)

of the surface and the frequency of occurrence. ,

The interrelations between the waves and the rough-

ness departures from the theoretical surface.

The pattern of the surface and its. Orientation.

The cross-sectional form of the repetitive foil'

irregularities.

The presence of random discontinuities.

5 8
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Some Comnon Measurement MethodS:

A. Tactual Surface Texture Scales (Sight and feel) -
This is evaluating roughness by sight or fingertip
by-uSing a scale with samples of comparable pattern.

Electrp-Mechanical Stylus A needletype :instrument
(Stylus) is-mOved along the selected surface
element. The stylus is connected with A pickup
which'is maintained in a controlled leveli yet
rnmits the stylus to folloW:the surface contour.
Mechanical deflections are converted to electronic
signals which are amplified and displayed on a ,

wer or chart, Pypes are:.

Pickup. head with skid or shoe for average rouShness
indications.

Pickup head with support roll to indicate average
deviations from envelop surface.

Skidless pickup head extraneously supported for
average indications in restricted areas.

Datum supported pickbp head for recorded indica--
-tions of the entire surfaCe texture-.

C. Gptical Systems Optical comparators are used to
visually determine roughness on an, enlarged Scaled
screen.

To summarize the methods of surface texture_me
following table is presented for clarity:

THO T USED REMARKS

VI.t.l or t.tiio ,

cemparison. .

Specimen blocks or gages. By eye or i.i (touch).-
2 Vibugl with A

Microscope
Mio.w.ropo with two Vii,tt.

3. Soriges t.ciog St110. uriog intro. Moot widely used method

4. Surface profile trac.
ing with recording.

Profile tracing Illetrurnont
with amplifier.

CivaS morwdetail tillart g
a Ingle average.

5. Viewing under
mgnific.ntion

!logo'sr light fraieroacope . /hor otylo. is not
pnic.t.

0. Light sectioning. Light section Microscope. Where stylus I. not
practical.

7. Irde rfe earned id
measurement.,

15afietod light inter-
ference microscope. ,

Where and when equip-
ment le *imitable.

$ Electron
Microscopy.

Electron microscope. 'For minotis dstail.

5 9



STUD -ActrvITIEs

1. Answer the following questions:

(a) What occurs when a surface is too Too
smooth?

(b) What is the unit of measure for surface te u

(c) What is the actnnl measuremeni method?

Review a textbook on different finishes available in the
school library.

3. Visit the metal shop in your school or perhaps enroll in
a course that is aliailable to get firsthand s' t and
feel of differentLmetal finishes.

Ask the metal shop teacher to demonstrate the different
types of finishes obtained by lathe work, grinding,
honing, buffing..

Perhaps the metal shop is supplied-with surface texture
feeler gages. If one is available practice checking
finishes by using the-gage and comparing, a machined
part.

6. Visit a local machine shop where fidished metals require
surface finish control. Ask for demonstration's of the
different equipment that is used to .measure surface
roughness.

7= As a practical exercise, after studying the surface
finish lesson, try to complete the following table and
supply the missing values:

Etat' ID

.0 05..
0 1 .01

CUTOFF

60
160

.00Z.1

.006

STUDENT NOTE: See the next pAge for answers after you have
exhausted your efforts.

51-
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ANSWERS TO crrvii EXERCISE #7

ROUNDNESS
HEIGHT

WAVINESS
HEIGHT

WAVENESS
WIDTH

ROUGHNESS
WIDTH

CUTOFF LAY

.0O05.50 Millionths
a)40 .010 1 .0005 .50 .010 Parallel

II 40

80 003 80 Min. Not
b 60

160,.M
.003 SpeCified .030

(Understood)
Perpen-
dicular

.002-1
25 .100 25 .002 1 .100 Perpen-

dicular

.005 , Not
Z50 .030

Vc
250 .005 Specified .030 Circular

6 1
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SCALED-INSTRUNENTS AND ACCESSORIES

The hand measuring devices used in machined parts inspection
include both precision and nonprecision instruments. Precision
instTuments mean measuring devices that have the accuracy and
sensitivity to measure dimensions to thousandths and tenths of
thousandths of an inch and hundredths and thousandths of a milli-
meter. Nonprecision instruments mean devices in which the_accu-
racy of measurement largely depends on the ability to line up and

read the graduations of a scale.

scALg vs. RULE

A scale is a measuring,device which is graduated for the
purpose of increasing or decreasing the size of an object on a
drawing. It is also used as a descriptive term such as "the ruler
has a scale of..." or "that vernier scale..."

A rule is a measuring device which is graduated in full
scale, whatever that particular scale may be. The illustrations
shown below are good examples of the basic differences between the
scale and the rule.

SCALE

THE STEEL RULE

7

One of the simplest and most widely used hand measuring
devices is the line-graduated steel rule sometimes erroneously
called a scale. Basically, the steel rule is a naliuw strip of
steel with one or more scales graduated in fractional or decimal
inches, or centimeters. It is read by direct comparison of the
graauations with an edge or surface. As will be seen later, there

are many types and sizes of steel rules. Lengths vary from a
fraction of an inch to several feet. Some have a fixed or sliding
hook on one ehd to facilitate alignment of the starting point of

6 2
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therule with an edge. The short rules usually include a removable
clamping shaft or holder to facilitate handling. Some steel_ rules
haVe fractional inch scales on one side and decimal or metric
scales on the other. Likewise, some have conversion charts
engraved on the reverse side. The most popular rule possibly
because it's easily carried in a pocket is the standard six-inch
machinist's steel rule.

Some typ,ical examples of steel rules are shown:

Z2=IDS

STANDA

T RULE

I I

L

M-ETRIC RULE

While considering the different steel rules, it should be
remembered that fractional inch scales found on steel rules are
usually graduated in 8ths, l6ths, 32nds, and 64ths of an inch.
Decimal inch scales are available iwlOths and either 50ths or
lOOths of an inch. The metric scales are divided into centi-
meters, millimeters and half millimeters.

SELICTING A, STEEL RULF

In choosing a steel rule for accomplishing a particular
measurement, first select a rule with scales that agree with the
part or object to be measured. That is, use fractional inch
scales in measuring fractional inch partb lecimal inch scales for
decimal parts, and metric scales for metl parts.

4812 20 24 28
32Nps 16
64THS 32

8 .16 24 40 48 56_

FRA TIONAL INCH

- 54 -
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I 0 THS 5

DECIMAL BCH

mm
j I I lol

METRIC
Of the three rules illustrated above, as an example, deter-

mine which rule would be used to measure a dimension of 44/64

It should be obvious that the rulectintaining the fractional
inch sCales is the correct.choice since the dimension given is in
fractional inches.

It should also be realized that in selecting a rule,.no steel

rule or any other line-graduated measuring device for that

matter - is capable of controlling the accuracy of measureuent to
a degree finer than that of the finest graduation on its scale.

This is called "discrimination.

4 12
16THS
3ZNDS

If, for example, the finest graduation on the rule is 1/32
inch, the dimension to be measured must be in terms of units not
smaller than 32nds of an inch. A dimension in 64ths would fall
between graduations and would have to be made or an interpolation
made to get the actual dimension. For reliable readings, scale-
discrimination must be such that guessing or interpolation is held
to a minimum.

Which of the following scales provides the finer discri-

mination?

IOTHS
5OTHS

Z

DECIMAL INCHES,

You should realize that the SOths (.02 inch ) scale would

provide the finer discrimination.

55-
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The next consideration is to select the appropriate type or
size of steel rule. If the dimension lies in a recess or cramped
area where space does not allow the use of regular size rules, a
short rule must be used. If the measurement involves a fillet, a
fillet rule is required. A narrow rule may be required in measuring
the depth of a narrow slot. Steel rules or excessive length also
can be a factor in that they become unwieldly in measuring small
objects and short distances, making it difficult to obtain a
reliable measurement.

In other words, select the rule that will best do the job.
The primary considerations in selecting a steel rule are the
physical characteristics and the size or dimensions of the object
to be measured. Convenience and adaptability are secondary.

TEASURING WITH A STEEL RULE

All linear measurements and that includes measuring with a
steel rule, are basically, point-to-point measurements involving a
"reference point" and a "measured point." The "points" in turn
may be true points, a pair of lines or edges, two sides, or two
planes.

REFERENCE
POINT

I , I

OF MEASURE ENT 4-MEASURED
POINT

In measuring with a steel rule, the rule is generally held or
supported so that scale graduations rest on the line of measure-
)nent, with the starting point of the rule aligned with the refer-
nce point The measured point is then read directly from the
cale.

\Should the measured point not coincide with a rule gradua-
tion, the rule is turned to a successively finer scale until the
measured point does coincide with a graduation, or until the
required discrimination or the finest scale is reached.

6 5
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In measuring.with a steel rule, it is the measured point that

read to the nearest graduation.

SOURCES OF ERROR

Now that we have an idea of how steel rules are used, look at
some possible sources of error in using a steel rule and how they

can be avoided. Shown below are some examples of what might be
encountered in aligning a steel rule with a reference point.

Both rule and part are
rounded making align-
ment very difficult

Rule has sharp corner
but part is rounded-

Surfaces making up refer-
ence point are not square

As probably noted, using the end of a rule to establish the

starting point is to invite error. Not only may the corners of

the rule be worn or rounded a fact easily confirmed by exami-

nation under a magnifying glass the edge or surface of the,part
coinciding with the reference point may not be sharp or square.
A much more reliable method is to butt the part and rule against a

butt plate, knee or similar flat surface. Another is to use a

hook rule or hook'attachment to establish a firm reference.point,
or use a scale graduation and ignore the end of the rule

altogether.

6 6
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Therefore, to get any degree of accuracy in performing
measurement, the steel rule must be prolierly aligned with the
reference point and the measurements should always bR read to the
center of graduations.

A significant factor to remember when reading a rule or scale
ls the degree a unit of lagth is subdivided. This is called
discrimination. It is ,also the finest division that can be read
reliably.

Another form of observational error that must be lalown is
arallax error"...the apparent shifting of a measurement.when

viewed from different directions. Parallax occurs when the
Lgraduations of,a_rule_are_not_ itioned_directly on the _line_of
measurement.

To airoid parallax, the head must be positioned so that line
of sight is perpendicular to the line of measurement.

(EYE)

TRANSPARENT S ALE

THE GREATER THE-ERRORTHE GREATER TH_

MEASURED POENT
LINE OF MEASUREMENT'

Avoiding manipulative or manual error is also important.
This is the error that generally results from using too little or
toolmuch force and bending or cocking the rule. It is the error
that results from improper handling of the part and rule. The

-name -of-the_game is to- let the rule do the work.
_

7
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THE RULE SHOULD BE PiSITIONED ON THE LINE OF
LIGHTLY BUT FIRMLY.

DO DO 'T

LU

APPLY LIGHT FORCE UNT BEND OR CRAMP RULE
DIRECTION OF ARROWS

CF

USE AN AUXILIARY SUPPORT COCK RULE
WHEN NECESSARY

Visual bias is another source of error and is cauged by
umconscious influencing a measulement. An example is when mea-
suring the diameter of a hole, 'U'e blueprint calls for 2 1/4
inches. The rule is positioned over ihe hole and moved back and
forth slightly, using the reference point aS the pivot until the
longest dimension, the measured point, can tie read at:the opposite
side of the hoie.

A

It is obviously easier to read 2 1/4 inches than 2 15/64 or 2
17/64, particularly when 2 1/4 inches is the dimension we want.
So unless sore conscious effort is mde we tend to read the easier
dimension. Add to this the fact that part and rule are subject to
slip when moving the eye from the reference point to the measured
point, particularly when both the part and rule are held by hand,
and we have still another source of pcssible error.

It is well to remember that repetition is the test of an
accurate measurement. If a part is.measured several times in the
same location and different readings are made, then the measure-
ments are not being taken accurately.

Lack of repetition is a reliable indicator that something is
wrong. Either the procedures are at fault or the measuring device
itself is defective. A frequent source of error is a bent, loose,
or worn rule hook.
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In summary, there are,several sources of e nor when using a

rule or scale. The most common were reviewed f r-student aware-

ness They are:

Improper Alignmen't

.Discrimination
-Visual Bias

Parallax
Manipulative or

ACCESSORIES .AND USES

'Therc_are_a_numberTof-accessories-ether than-the-hook=attach-

, ment that-are used wi=th rules. SOMI Of ihese are listed with
,

their use in applications:

Key seat clamp for aligning a rule with the axis of a

cylinder.

Parallel clamps - for clamping two or more rules together.

Right angle clamPs for clamping two or more rules together.

Square heads for measuring and scribing lines normal to a

straight edge.

Center hea for measuring and scribing lines throu he

center of a circular surface.
1

Protractor heads for measuring Angles.

Combination square consists of a Steel rule or blade with a

sliding square head and scriber.

-Combination set the same as the combination square but has

included a center head and a protractor.head.

The combination set i probably the most useful of the steel

rule variations. It can be used to check squareness and plumb r's

well as measure height and depth. It can be used to lay out 45-

and 90-degre.C,angles. By adding a right angle clamp and another

steel rule, it can often be used to measure an otherwise inacces-

sible point. Substituting the center head in place oftthe square

head, it can be used to find the center-of a shaft, etc., or to

speed measurement of diameters. Substituting the protractor head

provides a convenient means for checking angles.

In Using accessories,and attachments, keep in miAd that

none them change the basic principles of the steel rule. They

merely ada convenience or extend the rule's range of application

to jobs which otherwise coulfil not be performed with rules. They

make rule measurement easier which in turn generally increases the

reliability of measurements.
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GAUGE

-This popular variation of the steel rule is the simple depth
gauge consisting of'a T-head or stock, a screw clamp, and a.
sliding rod or narrow flat rule. The sliding rods may be-plain OT
graduated. Some versions of the depth gauge use hooked rules-for
measuring the depth of through holes. Some have heads-which pivot
with respectto their rules.

To use the depth gauge the gauge head is.held against the-
iece so that is spans_theshouldersof-the-recess-or-hole=to

-agUred-. The sliding rule or rod is Pushed into the hole
until it bottoms, and the-screw clamp.tightened. The gauge is
then withdrawn and the rule's scale read. yhen plain rods are
used, the length of the rod protruding fram\the head is measured
with a Separate rdle.

TIE L MEASURING TAPE

The steel measuring tape is an extension of the steel rule
consisting of a narroW and fairly flexible Strip of tempered
steel, marked offin dither inches or centimeters, and housed in a
protective case. The tape is extended by Pulling on the end of
the tape and retracted using a small crank/on the side of the
rase. The pocket sizes generally includela spring-driven retrac-
tion mechanism which retracts the tape when a small button is
pushed.

STEEL MEASURING TAPE

Steel measuring tapes are available in 25, 50, 75., and 100
foot lengths. The pocket tapes come in 6 and 8 foot lengths,
although other lengths are not uncommon. Graduations are usually
tm 8ths of aminch for the standard tapes and 'in 16ths of an inch
for the pocket tapes.
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The same basic principles of measurement which apply to steel

rules also apply to steel measuring tapes. Like the steel rule,

the start of the tape is carefully.aligned with the reference

point. The tape is stretched along ihe line of measurement and

the measured point is read directly from the tape. In using steel

measuring tapes, however, particular attention must be paid to

supporting the tape and applying the proper tension. The tape

must be held substantially flat and not be a/lowed to sag.

Applied tension should be moderate (10 pounds).

It should also be remembered that steel measuring tapes are

sensitive to variations in ambient temperatures. This means that

when measuring with steel tapes, consideration must be given to

contraction and expansion of the tape.

SIMPLE CALIPERS

In using steel rules the position of the measured point or

edge in relation to scale graduations is judged by sight. Fre-

quently, however, two contact points are necessary to measure a

dimension more accurately or to reach surfaces or features other-

wise inaccessible. This is where calipers come into the picture.

Calipers are instrunents that physically duplicate the sepa-

ration-between two points. The simpler forms, of which we are

concerned with here, consist of two, legs or points which can be

adjusted-to-duplicate any-dimension wi In-their range. They

require 'the use of a separate scale to read the measurement.

Below are some examples. ,

DIVLDER OUTSIDE INSIDE HERMAPHRODITE
CALIPER CALIPER CALIPER

The divider is used to scribe arcs, radii and circles, and to

lay out distances set from a rule. It also can be used to transfer

distances for measuring with a rule. In transferring a measure-

ment from a part to the scale on a rule, the customary procedure

is to locate one point on the reference point, then turn the

adjusting nut so that the other point falls exactly on the measured

7 1
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point. When properly ,set, there should ure tending to
spring the points either in or out.

ADJUS TING NUT
(HE LD BE TWEEN
THUMB AND
FOREFIN GE R

MEASURED
POtNT

RE FE REN CE POIN T

The divider is then placed on a rule with one point in oneof---
the graduations and the scale iS read at the other point_as-shicwn
below.

Inside and outside calipersperform the same general function
as the divider in transferring measurements except one is used to
measure inside surfaces and the other measures outside su faces.
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The caliper is first set to-the opening or feature of the

Ort. The se.paration is then transferred to a rUle and read. In

reading the inside caliper, the rule and one,leg of the caliper

are generally butted against a flat surface to provide a stable

reference point (below ri t).

In reading the outside caliper, ne leg is

contact-with the end of the rule (above left

5oned in

Two important factors in taking measurements with inside and

outside calipers are caliper alignment and the gauging pressure or

force used. In taking measurements, one leg or point should be

set as the reference point and the caliper then rocked and adjusted

until correct measurement is obtained.

Tbe correct measurement is obtained by the "feel" of the

force exerted on the part as the caliper moves over center. Since

only a slight force is necessary to spring the caliper legs, the

lighter the "feel" is kept the more reliable the measurement.

SLIDE CALIPERS

The slide caliper is actually another variation of the steel

rule with one fixed jaw and one sliding jaw to perndt direct

reading of measurements. It comes_in a nunber of sizes with
fractional inch, decimal inch, or metric scales. It comes

equipped with a slide lock for locking the jaws in any desired

position. It includes a "nib" on the tip of each jaw to permit

the taking of inside measurements.

OUTSIDE
MEASUREMEN T

S LIDE SLIDE CA LIPE R
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When the jaws are brought in contact with surfaces bein
measured, the distance between them.may be read from the sdale.

An advantage in using a slide caliper over the steel riile is
that,the slide caliper provides positive contact between'instru-
ment and the reference and measured points.

BEAM TRAMMELS

The beam trammel is simply a divider with extended range. It
consists of a rod or beam to which trams may be clamped. The
trams in turn carry chucks for inserting divider points, or
caliper points. Its use is confined chiefly to measurements
beyond the range of dividers and calipers.

Below you will notice one of the trams is equipped with an
adjusting screw to provide fine adjustments.

BANi

A s
foiWws:

ADJUSTING
SCREW

BEAM TRAMMEL AND ATTACHMENTS
iy of what has been presented in this chapter is as

1. A "scaleu'is a graduated surface for decreasing or
increasing a uit of length.

2. The "rule" is a direct measuring device graduated in
actual units in length. It may cariy fractional inch,
decimal incivor metric scales.

3. The scales used should agree with the dimensioning of
the part or object to be measured. That is, use frac-
tional inch scales for franctional inch parts, decimal
inch scales for decimal inch parts and iitric scales
for metric part- i

4. "Reference point" is the term used to identi the start
Of a measurement.
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S. 'Measured point" identifies the end of a measurement.

The "line of measurement" is a straight line drawn

between and and intersecting the reference point and

measured point.

"Discrimination" refers to the degree a scale subdivides

a unit of length. It is also the finest division that

can be read reliably.

Rules are read to the center of graduatio

9. The measured point is read to theNnearest graduation.

10. To use the end of a rule to align rule with reference

point is to invite error.

11. "Parallax error" is the apparent shifting of a measure-

ment when viewed from different directions.

"Manipulative or manual error" is the error that results

rom using too little or too much force and not posi -

tioning the rule properly.

13. trVisoal bias" is the unconscious influencing of a

measurement.

14. Tile same basic pr ciples of measurement which apply to

steel rules apply to all the scaled instruments and

their accessories.

1 Instruments are selectedon the basis of which one will

bestAo the job.

Accessories and attachments add eriorS. Use-should be

confined:to Measurements in-whiCh the added convenience,

_or their APplication; increasehe reliability: of a
measurement more than they decrease it..

17. Every transfer of measurement adds steps and added steps

add errors...a factor that should be considered in using

transfer instruments such as the caliper.

18. Transfer instruments depend on the "feel" of the

for accuracy.

19. In using steel measuring tapes, one should also consider

the effects of changes in ambient-temperature on measure-

ments.

e
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20. It is.good-practice to repeat measurements umtil satis7
fied as to their accuracy...write down measurements
.rather.than trustthem to memory...use.Wiechamical'
support as apposed'to hand support whenever.posSible...
enSure both-part and the measuring device are clean
before taking measurement.'

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Review and ensure personal knowledge of the various
rules and gauges.

Obtain a steel scale, measuring tape and accessories
from the home workshop, or school metal shop and prac-
tice measuring various items. Awareness should be made
of the types of errors described in the resouice guide.
%Attempt to duTlicate parallax, discrimination, measured
point, and manipulative errors.

Using a 10 foot rule, measure the height of students in
your class. Make a comparison of these measurements
with the metric conversions.

Using a 2 foot rule measure pre-cut stock. The length
-of stock should:be cut to various lengths and include'
fractions whith correspond to graduations of the rule.

Using a 6' wood rule or metal tape, measure a classroom.
Then use a 50 or 100 foot measuring tape and compare the
results.

Witha steel rule measure various len: .of metal-stock
In the metal shop. -Measure in variouS fraction accuracy',
such as 1/8' 1/16", 1/32", and 1/64".

Visit the metal shop and askthe:teacher tp show you the
various types of steel rules, accessories, and calipers. .

Perhaps the teacher will demanstrate theuses,for you.

VERNIER INSTRUMENTS

Vernier hand measuting devices are very essential to the
entry level industrial manufacturing employee. Therefore, an in-
depth review is made to familiarize thestudentidth the,basic
requirements.-

7 6
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VERNIER CALIPER

Tne vernier caliper is essentially a slide caliper tha
incorporates a vernier scale and a fine adjustment.

DIVIDER CLAMPIN
-POINTS SCREWS--

E RNIE R

S CALE

NIBS FOR INSIDE
ME AS URE MEN T

MAIN S CALE
FINE
AD JUS TMEN T
NUT; .

The typical instrument' abnsists_of an L-shaped frame or beam

the end of which forms the fixed jaw, and a sliding jaw assembly
made up of tWo sections,joined by a screw and adjustment nut. The

vernier scale'attaches to the sliding jaw and moves parallel to a
main scale engraved on the caliper beam. Design is such that
readings are made from one scale to the other wdth minimum parallax

error. TWo center points are usually'provided on the side of the

instrument for setting dividers to close dimensions. The_7nibs"

for inside measurement are ground to a radius to permit single-

point contact with small holes and bores. A variation of the

vernier caliper uses knife-edged jaws for gauging surfaces.

The vernier and main scales on one side of the instrument
generally read outside measurements while the scales on the

opposite side read inside meastrements. Sometimes both the inside
and outside scales are found on the same side of the instrument,

one above the other.

READING VERNIER SCALES

First consider the standard 25-division vernier. The main

scale itself is graduated in full inches. Each inch is divided

into ten parts and each of the tenths is again subdivided into

quarters.
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(The scale is read by adding the inches, tenths and quarters

together.)

The reading of the above scale is therefore 1.775.

The vernier scale contains 25 divisions in the same length

that the main scale has 24.- Each vernier division is 1/25th

smaller than its main scale counterpart. Since each main scale

division equals 1/40th of an inch (.025 inch), this neans each

vernier division equals I/25th of I/40th of an inch or 1/1000th of

an inch (.001 inch).

There are also metric ve ier calipers.

ZZ. 10 MI11ETERS METRIC VERNIER PLATE

. 02mm EXTERNAL

10 20 30

2
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Using the vernier "0" line as the index, the above metric
scale reads 20 + 2 beam graduations, or 22'millimeters, plus the
vernier reading of the line which coincides with beam line. In
the example, that line is "5". Thus 22 millimeters (the bedm
scale reading) + 5 X .02 (the vernier scale reading) equals 22.10
millimeters...the sum 'of the beam and vernier scales.

An example of reading a metric scale is:

.02mm EXTERNAL
20 30 40

9

MEASURING WITH VERNIER CALIPERS

52.00 MAIN S ALE (5 x 10

In taking outside or exterior measurements, the caliper jaws:
are set slightly larger than the distance to be neasured and the
adjustment nut carrier locked to the beam by tightening the appro-
priate clamping screw. The sliding jaw clamping screw is tn turn
snugged up but not so ti t-as to lock the jaw.

CLAMPING SCREWS

ADJUSTMENT NUT
EHIND THUMB)

OUTSIDE .SLIDING JAW
MEASUREMEN T

The caliper is then gripped near or opposite the jaws one
hand at the fixed jaw and the other generally suppoiting the
sliding jaw and the caliper carefully positioned on the part or
feature to be measured. With the fixed jaw held against the
reference point and the axis of the instruHent parallel and in

7 9
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plane with the line of measurement, the sliding jaw is moved using

the fine adjustnent nut until it just contacts the measured point.

The sliding jaw is 'locked by tightening the appropriate clamping
screw and the °feel" between the caliper and part rechecked. The

student should remember that "feel" refers to the gauging pressure
or force used Ln setting the instrument-to-neasure a part dimen-

sion or, feature.

Inside Or interior measuements are performed in essentially
-the same manner except at start of measurement, the jaws are set
slightly smaller than distance to be measured, and the measurement
is read from the scales Marked "INSIDE" or "INTERIOR."

, in measurtng'a diameter, the procedure is to hold the fixed .
jaw agatnst the reference.point and swing the sliding jaw back and
forth past center while turning the fine adjustment nut. Correct

setting is obtained when the sliding jaw just contacts the measured
point as it passes center.

PIVOT VERNIER ALIPER

REFERENCE
POEN T -*- OLAME TE R

,MEASTI E
POIN

In meaSuring the vernier calipers, whether it is an outside

asurement, an inside measurement, or the measurement of a dia-

meter, it is the fixed jaw that is always used as the reference

point.

SOURCES OF ERROR

A. basic law of measurement states that maximum accuracy is

obtainable only when the axis of the trument lies on the same

line as the line of measurement. Because caliper jaws are offset
from the axis of the instrummt, aligmment therefore becomes a
very important consideration when measuring with vernier calipers.

8 0
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In taking measurements, always make sure the caliper be4and the
plane of the jaws are truly perpendicular to the surfacesibeing
measured. Other important factors are:

1. Never allow th6 instrument to tip, twist or become
canted. In other words, greatest accuracy is,cibtained
when the axis of the instruMent is held parallk and in
plane with line of measurement.

Centralizing rocking the instrument slightly on the
reference point and the sliding jaw adjusted until the
measured point falls on the true diameter. The pro-
cedure is to hold the fixed jaw against the reference
point, move the sliding jaw in a small circle, and at
the same time turn the adjustment nut until contact is
felt. The sliding jaw is then backed off slightly and
the process repeated using smaller and smaller circles
until the caliper jaws rest squarely on the reference
and measured poin

Another source r is the use of excessive gauging
pressure. Ove1-tightening in fact can not only result
in inaccurate and unreliable measurements, it could
burnish the .it could even damage the instrument.
Correct gauging pressure is obtained when contact
between oart and caliper jaws can just be felt.

Lack of magnification can also lead 6 discrimination
error.

In obtaining accurate and reliable measurements, it is
.required that both the part and measuring device are
clean. 'Surfaces should be wiped free of any dirt, grit,
or oil. Along the same line, you should make certain
there are no burrs or other obstructions which could
affect measurement.

6. As in measuring with steel rules-, it is a good practice
to write down a measurement rather than trust it to
memory. It is L,Jod practice to repeat a measurement
until,satisfied as to accuracy.

CARE OF VERNIER CALIPERS

A primary consideration in the care of vernier.calipers is
the condition of the jaws. For- example,_they may become bent or
sprung. They are also vulnerable to wear. Some of the common
weay patterns are:

Wear from measuring outside diameters.
Wear from general use.
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Wear from measuring inside diameters.
Sliding jaw-fame wear and warpage.

The calipers could be easily checked for these wear patterns
by closing the calipers tightly and hold them up to the light and
sighting through the crack. If light can be seen, it means some
degree of wear exists. When wear does exist and it exceeds .0002
inch, the,instrument should be returned to a gauge maker or the
calibration laboratory for reconditioning.

Zero setting is checked by closing,the caliper and observing
if the vernier reads zero. If not, it can be adjusted hir loosening
the vernier plate screws and respositionilig the scale.

Precautionary Note: The accuracy and reliability of the
vernier caliper depends on how much care it receives. Some very
basic hints on maintenance are:

Handle the instrument gently
Keep free of dirt, and grit.
Keep in appropriate box when not,it use.
Never use the vernier caliper-as a wrench
hammer or pry bar.

VERNIER DEPTH GAUGES

The vernier depth gauge is essentiall
incorporating a vernier scale and fine ad3

REFERENCE POINT

HEAD

a rule depth gauge

0
MOW

E RNIER
S CA LE

MEASURED
41 PO IN T

FINE
AD JUS TMEN T
NU T

MAIN S CALE

1.1S-I1 -11_zuJu.r."1-1

To use the instruMent, the head or.base is generally reste
on or against the reference point and the graduated beam adjuste'd

to contact the:measured point. Reading of the scale's 1-sidentical

to the vernier caliper.
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Like the:vernier caliper, the vernier depth gauge is subject

to a number of manipulative,errors. In fact, it is probably
easier to make manipulative errors with a vernier depth gauge than

any other measuring device. Some of the errors associated with

the use of vernier-depth gauges are:

Part feotures not square or true.
Base lifted from reference point.
Base tilted.
Manipulative errors.

Therefore, a firm pressure must be maintained in holding the
base against the reference point, while at the same timp using a
very light toudh to set the graduated beam against the measured
point.

UNIVERSAL BEVEL PROTRACTORS

The jiiiversl bevel protractor, also called a bevel pro-
tractor or 'vernier protractor, is a precision angle-rreasuring------
instrument designed for layout and checkinief angles. It con-

sists of a base and a blade which can berrevolved in relation to

each other and set in any desired position. An acute angle
attachment permits a longer line of contact in measuring small
angles. Below is a typical bevel protractor.

BLADE CLAMP

FINE ADJUSTMENT

BLADE

A UTE ANGLE BLADE

BASE

VERNIER SCALE

STUTENT ACTIVITIES

1. Visit the metal shop and ask the teacher tp demonstrate
the various vernier measuring instruments. Perhaps you

will be ible to practice taking some actual measurements.

2. Review the difference's in reading the regular sdales and
the metric scales if they are available.

8 3
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3. For the student or entry-level employee, effort should
be made to learn the care and handling of the vernier
measuring instruments.

4. The student should remember that there is only one way
to become proficient in using delicate and precise
measuring instruments, this is with practice. Con-

sidering this, the student should expend all available
time in getting the "feel" of the instruments.

MIGRNEThR INSTRUMINTS

Micrometer instruments achieve even greater precision th
the vernier instruments by using a finely threaded screw to

----amplify-readings There-are many types of micrometers. The most

commonly used are:

Outside micrometer calipers
Inside micrometer calipers
Micrometer depth gauges

The most general reference to the term micrometer is the
outside micrometer caliper. The basic components of the outside
micrometer-caliper include a frame, anvil, spindle, barrel; and
thimble. Mhny have a ratchet stop to help establish tiwproper
"feel" or torque when making measurements. Many have a clamp ring
to "lock", measurement. CLAMP

RING THI BLE
BARREL -SCREW

RATCHET
STOP

OPTIONAL DIGITAL DISPLAY

0. 127

INCH

li:licrometer screw, which is actually a pa t of the spindle,
threads through a stationary nut located within the barrel. The
thimble attaches to the spindle and acts as a dust cover. A
lin ar scale is provided on the barrel to measure the axial ve-

meiit of the spindle. A Circumferential scale on the thimble
indicates the amount of partial rotation of the thimble. Some

8 4
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micrometers include a vernier scale on the barrel for measuring in
still finer increments of thimble rotation. Some include a
digital display for faster and easier reading. The part of the
micrometer that moves back and forth with thimble rotation is the
spindle. The anvil represents the fixed reference point of a
micrometer measurement.

In addition to different types of micrometers, there are
different sizes. The designated size of a micrometer being its
largest opening not its range. For example, the I-inch micro-
meLer has a measurement range of 0 to I inch; the 25-millimeter
metric micrometer measures from 0 to 25 millimeters. Larger

"inch sizes are designated 2 inch, 3 inch, 4 inch, 5 inch, whi e
metric sizes run 25, SO, 75, and 100 millimeters. Regardless_of_

micrometer size however, the range of measurement is usually
limited to 1 inLi for inch micrometers and 25 millimeters for
metric micrometers. This means that a 6-inch micrometer can be
used for measuring dimensions of 5 to 6 inches only.

READINd THE "INCH' MICROMETER

Reading a micrometer is simply a matter of counting the
revolutions of the thimble and adding to this any fraction of a
revolution shown on the thimble scale. The pitch of the "inch"
micrometer screw is usually 40 threads per inch. This means that
each complete turn of the thimb19 moves the spindle 1/40 or .025
inch. The barrel scale is in turn graduated so Ilat each division
represents one revolution of the thimble or .025 inch.

LARGE Dly.ISIONS EQUALi>

SMALL DIVISIONS EQUAL

.100 INCH EACH

5 INCH EACH

T IMBLE SCALE

BARREL SCALE

From 0 to 1 on the barrel scale are four divisions, so that
"I" on the scale represents 4 X .025 or,.100 inch; "2" is equiva-
le7:t to .200 inch; and."3" to .300 inch.
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If "3" on the barrel
the scale represents 5 x
shown below reads'.200
to the ri- t of .200) or .

kale is equivalent to .300 inch, 1t5"
.

on
_025 or .125 inCh. The barrel scale
025 x 3 (the number of divisions show
275 inch 4- a part of a division.

LARGE DIVISIONS EQUAL*

SMALL DIVISIONS EQUALki-

100 MICH EACH

. 02.5 ENCH EACH

BARREL S A I.E.

ig

THIMBLE SCALE

EACH DIVISION EQUALS :001 INCH

The thimble scale has 25 divisions, each;division repre-
senting 1/25 x .025 or .001 inch. Using the horizontal line on
the barrel scale as the index, note that the part of a revolution
indicated on the thimble scale above is 19, meaning 19 x .001 or
.019 inch. Adding this value to the whole divisions showing on
the barrel, we have the measured distance.

. 275 (reading from barrel :scale)

.019 (reading from thimble scale)

. 294 messured distance) /

THE VERNIER MICROMETER

These are micrometers tha
micrometer barrel for carrying
(.0000).

include a vernier scale on the
a meaSurement to four places

VERNIER SCALE

--THIMBLE -S -ALE

BARREL SCALE
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The vernier scale consists of 11 equally spaced lines. The
first ten are numbered zero through nine, with the eleventh line
identified as another zero. The vernier is read by matching a
vernier graduation to a thimble graduation, noting the vernier
number and adding this number as the fourth digit. Shown below
are two examples.

Q

BARREL

.2698 INCH

Notice that when micrometer reads in whole thousandths, both
zeros on the vernier scale match up with thimble lines.

ii. to

5
fil N

Lti
.1

m z m

. w .
_ x x

H --H_
=20 1

-20

BA RRE L

.270Q INCH

SOURCES OF ERROR

The following are possibly the most comon sources of error
-kr-reading Inicromete-r scales:

Barrel scales are frequently misread an additional.-02-
inch.

The thimble is read in the wrong direction.

READING THE "METRIC" MICKAMETER

With metric micrometers, several variations of the barrel
scale are used. Below are two typical examples.

HALF MILLIMETERS FULL MILLIMETERS

HALF MILLIMETERS FULL MILLIMETERS

8 7
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Each complete turn of the thimble moves the spindle 1/2

millimeter (.5mm). TWo turns equal 1 millimeter Glmm). The

thimble scale in turn has SO divisions dividing the 1/2 millimeter

graduations of the barrel scale into hundredths of a millimeter

(.01 mm). To read the metric micrometer, first count the "full"

or whole millimeter graduations. Add the next 1/2 millimeter
graduation if visible, plus the thimble reading.

---rnrit

40
A 0

nil -

.:-30

Whole mm Lines Visible on Barrel
Additional 1/2 mm Visible on Barrel
Thibble Reading
Measured Distance

USING THE MICROMETER

20

15

10

3.00=1 7 = 7.00mm
= .50mm 0 = .00mm

6 = .36mm 15 = .15mm
.86mm 7.15mm

The basic principles of measurement,with micrometersare
essentially the sane as for the instruments already discussed.

Specifidally, measurement with a'micrometer involves a reference
point, Measured point, and a line of measurement.

REFERENCE
POINT

MEASURED-POINT
kMEASURED DISTANCE

LINE OF MEASUREMENT

The most common application of micrometers is the measurement
of length dimensions between two parallel end surfaces on the out-

side of an object or feature. The micrometer is set to duplicate

the separation between reference point and measured point, with

the axis of the instrument on the line of measurement.

8 8
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The part or object is held in the left hand while the T ght

hand holds the micrometer so that the thimble can be turned
between the thumb and combined index and third fingers. The

fouAh and fifth fingers are used to clamp the frame against the
palm of the hand. A drawback of this method is that in most
instances'the fingers are too short to reach the ratchet stop.

A more reliable method is to use\a bench stand or equivalent
device to support the micrometer thus leaving the hands free to
concentrate on measurement. The ratchet stop is also accessible.

On larger and bulkier work, different methods of holding the
micrometer are-tisedi -One-handis-generally used-to hold.and ali
the micrometer while the other hand is free to turn the thimble
dither directly or using the ratchet stop.

The micrometer is first set to an Opming slightly larger
than the distance to be measured. This is easily and quickly done
by rolling the thimble along your hand or arm. Never change the
setting by grasping the micrometer by the thimble and twirling the

frame. To do so only accelerates threadwear. It could also
damage the micrometer should the spindle be jamned into the anvil.

In gauging flat surfaces, the micrometer is placed on the
work and the anvil positioned squarely against the reference
plane. (A feeling of stability usually occurs when the axis of
the micrometer is perpendicular to the reference plane.)

The spindle is then closed on the measured plane by slowly
turning the ratchet stop until it releases one click. The measure-

ment is read. The purpose of the ratchet stop is to control the
tolque applied to the spindle thereby ensuring a more uniform

measuring force.

Very small diameters are gauged in much the same manner as

flat surfaces. For larger cylindrical parts, however, a d1.iferent
method must be used in aligning the micrometer wiji the line of
measurement.

In measuring large diameters it is mIcessary to "feel" the
setting to be sure the spindle is on the diameter. This is
accomplished.by rocking the micrometer back and forth over center
while closing the micrometer by small steps. INhen contact is

felt, the micrometer is then rocked-sideways slightly to find the
position of last contact.' The rocking back and forth and sideways
is repeated until the perpendicular position is found andathe
spindle just contacts the measured point as it passes over center.
The measurement is theri read from the micrometer barrel and

thimble scales.



In other words, cylindrical surfaces are masured by rocking
the micrometer over center and turning the thimble in very small
increments until the spindle just contacts the diameter. Flat

surfaces are measured by placing the micrometer anvil squarely
against the part and using the ratchet stop to set measuring
pressure.

Another point to keep in mind is that even though many micro-
meters read to .0001 inch, their structural design is not suffi-
ciently rigid for reliable measurement to .0001 inch. Generally
speaking, don't expect to measure with any accuracy to closer than
.0002 inch

CARE OF MICROMETERS

1. Dirt not only causes rapid wear but buildup on measuring
surfaces can create errors of-as much as several thou-
sandths of an inch. This means that before a micrometer
is used it should be wiped free of oil, dirt, dust, and
grit. A popular method of cleaning the measuring sur-
faces of/the 1-inch micrometer caliper is to close the
micrometer lightly but firmly on a piece of soft paper,
then withdraw the paper. The spindle is then opened a
few turns and any remaining fuzz or dust is blown away.

2. A micrometer may also become girnmy and the thimble fail
to turn freely. This requires disassembly and washing
of the micrometer components in a suitable cleaning
solvent, then relubricating with a light oil and assem-
bling the parts. Just soaking the assembled micrometer
will only transfer the dirt to another part of the
micrometer and perhaps.make it even more difficult to
clean. It also washes away needed lubrication. Furthe
more, the apparent sticking may not be due to gum and'
grit at all but to a damaged thread or a sprung frame-or
bent spindle. In checking the.micrometer, the spindle-
should turn freely with no play at any point in its
travel. Any adjustment or repair should be done accor-
ding to the manufacturer's inStructions.

3. Perspiration as well as cutting oils are highly corro
sive to the finely finished surfaces of a micrometer.
At the end of the work day, the micrometer should be
wiped,clean and lightly oiled before it is returned t
its case. Oiling of micrometer surfaces is highly

/

essential ror protection against rust and corrosion.

Never leave a 1-inch micrometer with thc spindle in
Contact with the anvil or leave any micrometer tightened
on its standard. (The finely finished contact surfaces
/corrode quite rapidly when left "wrung" together,
(probably because of electrolytic action.)
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5. Never use force or cramp the micrometer to make it fit
because it can be sprung or bent.

6. Never overtighten a micrometer or _ e it as a snap
gauge. ,

Some typical cautions
student clarity: ,

are listed below for additional

DO

Keep mdcrometer clean

Take care in aligning micro
meter with part

Use uniform gauging pressure

Avoid tendency to make
micrometer fit

Some other major poin or
are:

DO NOT

Twirl micro eter frame

Force or cramp micrometer

Overt ighten micrometer

Use micrometer as a snap
gauge

'he micrometer user to remember

A check of zero setting will often alert the user to
errors in micrometer readings. The check involves
closing the micrometer using the same gauging pressure
that would be used in making measurements, then
observing if micrometer reads zero. Any difference,
depending on the direction of error, 2,hould be added or
substracted from measuremens or the micrometer reset
according to the manufacturer's instructions.

The contact s-rfaces of a micrometer should be checked
periodically for parallelism and flatness. This is
readily accomplished using a precision ball to "explore"
the contact surfaces. The ball is simply moved from
location to location around the contact surfaces and
measurements taken of ball diameter. 'Any deviation in
parallelism appears as a change in reading.

The contact-surfaces of a micrometer could also be
checked with an optical flat. The optical flat has the
advantage of readily and accurately detecting combi-
nations of wear such as waviness and humps as well as
lack of parallelism appears as a change in reading.

Micrometers should be checked periodically to verify
,their accuracy. Calibration usually consists of mea-
suring a selected group of precision gauge blocks and
noting any variations from true dimensions '
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5. "Standards" are also purchased and/or furnished with

micrometers for Checking calibration. For 1- and 2-inch

micrometers,,the standard is usually a disc. For larger

micrometers, they are rods. In-measuring gauge blocks

and standards, the gauging pressure used should be the

sane as that used in measuring.

VARIATIONS OF THE OUTSIDE MICROMETER CALIPER

Some of the more common variations of the outside microme er

are listed for_student and user information. They are:

Disc micrometers for measuring closely spaced sections.

Blade micrometers for measuring to the bottom of narrow

grooves.

Thread micrometers for measuring pitch diameters.

Round anvil micrometer - for measuring tubing wall thickness.

Micrometer with interchangeable anvils to cover a wide

range of sizes.

Bench micrometer for reliably measuring small parts. (The

stable position of this micrometer permits a more precise

locating of a workpiece and the heavy base adds to the

rigidity of the instrument.) Bench micrometers also have a

larger diameter spindle and thimble, thus permitting a fther

pitch thread for greater sensitivity and direct reading in

tenths of thousandths of an inch.

Variations of the outside micrometer caliper aregenerally

according to their anvil configuration. This configuration

generally serves as the meanS of identification excepting the

bench micrometer;

INSIDE MICROMETER CALIPERS

The inside micrometer caliper is essentially an outside

micrometer caliper with fixed and movable jaws substituted in

place of the frame and anvils. Available in three sizes, the

smallest dimension that can be measured is .200 inch. The largest

is 2 inches.

Designed specifically for inside measurement, the "nibs" or

jaw gauging surfaces are ground to a small radius to ensure single

point contact. Besides using jaws for gauging surfaces, the

inside micrometer is common with the vernier caliper in that both

9 2
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have the instrument axis offset from the line of measurement.
Therefore, the sane rules regarding rocking and centralizing apply
to both instrunents.

The inside micrometer has two different scale arrangements.
One has the linear scale located on the spindle, while the other
has the scale on the barrel. In reading the barrel scale, how-
ever, only the covered graduations are read left to right in the
conventional manner.

INSIDE -MICRUCTERS

The inside micrometer generally comes as a set consisting of
a micrometer head, handle, spacing collar, and a number of exten-
sion rods. The rods are made in different le---,ths, usually in 1-
inch steps, and are assembled to the head by is of a threaded
connection or chuck. The smaller heads have , crew travel of 1/2
inch, and the rods are attached either directly or by using the
1/2-inch spacing collar. The handle cap be attached to the head
to permit measuring at greater depths. A typical inside micro-
meter set includes the following items:

Handle 3 to 4 inch rod
Micrometer head 4 to 5 inch rod
Spacing collar 5 to 6 inch rod
2 to 3 indh rod 6 to 7 inch rod

The smallest bore which can be measured is generally 2 inches
while the largest diameter depends on the extension rod used, the
practical limit being about 32 inches. The gauging surfaces or
contacts are spherical to permit measuring holes, bores, etc at
their true diameter.

In measuring an inside diameter, the spindle or extension rod
is generally held against the reference point and the instrument
centralized until contact points rest squarely on the reference
and measured points, with axis of the instrument on line of
measurement.

Sources of error in addition to the usual measurement pre-
cautions, there are two other possible sources of error when using
an inside micrometen They are:

1. Make sure extension rods are properly seated and locked
in their sockets before performing measurement.

2. Do not handle the extension rods unnecessarily. Warming
from handling too long 'can-subs antially increase their
length and thus produce errors.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. The same activities pertain to the mic
ments as with other instruments except
care must be taken when using them.

2. Visit the metal shop in youf sehool and ask the teacher
to_demonstrate the micrometer instruments.

er instru-
rhaps more

3. Perhaps you may enroll in a basic mechanical measure-
---ments class and get-first hand-knowledge-of-the-instfu-
ment through actual use.

4. For the entry-level manufacturing industry employee, the
basic tools such as the steel rule, vernier caliper, and
one-inch micrometer should be purchased as personal
tools. Once purchased, read all directions carefully
and then practice using the tools on objects in the home
or shop.

Once the basic tools are fully understood, then the use
of the less common micrometers could be learned.

LIMIT GAUGES

Limit gauges (gages) provide a fast economical way to check
for tolerance limits and makes possible quantity production. Mass

production would be seriously hampered if it was necessary to
measure all parts with adjustable tools.

Basically limit gauges are made to measure a single dimen-
sion. Some of the most common of these are presented for student/
entry-level employees familiarity:

PLUG GAUGES

These are called go/no-go gauges for the fast inspection of
holes, inside diameters, and slots. They are available in single
ended models and are ordinarily used in pairs held by hexagonal
handles. Types of plug gauges are:

Single ended go
Single ended go for deep bores
No-go
Go/no-go double ended combination
Progressive go/no-go

- 85
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Desc
are: .

iptive terms for securing gauging members to the handle

1 Taperlock taper shanks fit ed into tapered receptable
that are limited to smaller diameters through 1.510
inches.

Reversible - held by color coded locking nuts, green for
go and red for no-go. Nay be withdrawn from handle
when worn and reversed to present_a fresh gaging_s4r-
face. t is restricted to 0.760 inches or less.

Trilock three prongs on the handle are forced into
corresponIing groves of the gaging members by means of a
'screw pasing through the center of the plug and threading
into the handle. It is for diameter measurements of
1.510 inc es to 8.010 inches.

Annular 4 wheel type, single ended unit with removable
screw-in handles to facilitate the gaging process.

RING GAUGES

These gauges hav a bore of 'known dimensional accuracy with
which cylindrical male test pieces may be compared. Also used for
outside diameters, thi kness, and lengths.

Go-Gauge represe ts the maximum tolerance.

No-Go Gauge repr
tification the no-
ring in the knurte
to 1.510 inches the
stock. For`larger

/

TER SETTING DISK

Widely employed for etting and checking micrometers,iadjust-
able snap gauges and all ypes of comparators whenever a cylin-
drical test piece is to b compated.

These disks are lindrical in shape to resemble the
part to be check d.

Have insulating rips to help avoid handling the ea-

suring surface.

sents the minimum tolerance. For iden-
o is supplied with an annular groove or
periphery. For rings less than or equal
gauges are made of solid cylindrical
izes, the gauges are flanged.
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SNAP-GAUGES

The group of fixed or slightly adjustable calipers used for
the size control of external dimensions.' They are also used for

thickness and lengths.

Go/No-go
Double ended combinati
Progressive types

TAPER GES - TAPERED PARALLELS

HdLE
DIAMET

es Taper Gauge

Tapered Parallel

on a co

OTHER GAUGE

Have tWo marks on the taper.
(If taper enters hole to a point
where it stops between marks,
the taper is acceptable.)

Using two tapered surfaces facing
each,other and placed in a hole.

The external edges are gauged to

give the,hole diameter.

FeelerGaugeS -'blades of various thicknesses.

Radius Gauges a series of thin steel leaves used as

templates.

Fillet Gauges - a series of thin steel leaves used as
templates.,

Flush Pin Gauges single purpose gauges designed for the
control of a particular dimension on a
'particular dimension with a particular
component.

There are some cautions to be taken when using limit gauges.
They are:

Do not force gauges.
For close tolerances, keep part and gauge moving
or they may freeze up.
Lubricate when tolerances are close.
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Conditions that are difficult to detect with limit gaug s

are: (when size differences are small):

Ovality
Taper
Bell-mouth
Hour-glass
Barrel

ADJUSTABLE LIMIT GAUGES

A fixed gauge cannot be used for any check other than the
dimension and tolerance for which it is made. In contrast,
adjustable gauges have threaded contacts.which can be adjusted to
various limits of tolerance and wear.

1. Indicating gauges - which are also adjustable, include a
direct reading device such as the dial indicator, to
show the amount of variation from the specified dimension.

Dial Indicators basic to measurement by comparison
with the following features:

a. Simplest indication is a lever which allows very
small movements to be greatly enlarged.

b. Range from low amplification test indicators in
setup and in-process inspection, to highly precise
electronic instruments.

c. The amplification is the expansion of the gear
train multiplied by the increase contributed by
the pointer.

d. All measurement requires movement.

e. Direct measurement is static.

f. Comparison measurement is dynamic.

The dial indicator consists of a graduated dial with an
indicating hand; a contact point attached to a spindle,
and an enclosed gear or lever amplifying movement. A
short linear movement of the spindle is amplifiedby the
internal mechanism and shows on the dial by a broad
sweep of the indicating hand. An internal spring
returns the spindle to its original position when
pressure is,removed. The spring provides the optimum
measuring pressure without reliance of manual "feel."

- 88-
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The use of the dial indicator a5, a dynaiiüc limit ga

complicated and not generally used by entry-level workers :until

experience is gained in the more basic limit gauges.

STUD-ENT ACTIVITIES

Visit a manufacturirw plant where large lots o

are received. Perhaps you may ask the tour di

illustrate the various limit gauges.

Ask the teacher if the metal shop uses limit gauges
other than the feeler type gauges.

The entry7level emplcn
become familiar with the
experience.

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND OF TEREADS WHICH

renufacturing plant will
limit gauges through

ARE IMPORTANT TO GAUGES

re

Screw threads and their standardization have proven to be one

of the world's most difficult and costly probleus. Tne British

Screw System was devised in 1841 and was based on the inch mea-

surement while the American industry was just starting. The

American system was also based on the inch and was not developed

until 1864. The development was brought about by the lack of

standardization in the railroad development.

France and other countries used screw thread systems based on

the metric system of measurement. World War I brought about a

need for standards in screw thread systems, but it was not until

World War II re-emphasized the problem that eventually the British,

Canadians, and Americans agreed on the Unified Thread Standards.

A screw thread is a ridge of uniform section in the form of a

he ix generated on the external or internal surface of a cylinder

or cone. Its purpose is to hold two components together.

ELEMENTS OF SCREW MEAD YEASUBE/tENT

1. Major Diameter Largest diameter of a straight thread.
(For a tapered thread, the largest diameter at any given

plane normal to the axis.)

2. Minor Diameter The smallest diameter of a sing/e

thread. (On a taper-thread, the smallest diameter at
any given plane normal to the axis.)

3. Pitch Diameter - Diameter of an imaginary cylinder, the

surface of which would pass through the threads at
points so as"to makethe width of the thread and the

space between threads equal.

- 89-
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4. ngle of Thread Ihe angle included between the sides
of the thread measured in the axial plane.

S. Lead (or Pitch of Thread) - The distance a screw thread
advances axially in one complete turn.

Single Thread lead and pitch equal.
Double Thread lead is double the pitch.
Triple Thread lead is triple the pitch.

1

ANGLE OF THREAD--N PITCH DIAMETER

AXIS MAJOR
D LAME TER

PITCH DLA
LEAD 1

1

k

ANGLE------?
1

,

MINOR 47.1 s-PITCH
DLAMETER !

1

,

SCREW THREAD GAUGES

HALF OR FLANT
NGLES

WHOLE ANGLE
IS LNCLUDED ANGLE

Thread gauges are usually classified into two groups:

Group I Working Gauges and Inspection Gauges sed to
check a product to maintain a tolerance as it is
being machined and after completion.)

Group II Setting of Master Gauges sed as standards
against which the reference gauges are checked.)

Tha gauge tolerance accuracy is classed as follows:

Class W Closest to which thread gauges are manufact red.
Class X Average tolerance (largest percentage).
Class V Least accurate.

TEST AND INSPECTION FACTORS

The following are some of the test and inspection factors
that are commonly considered in thread gauge Checks:

1. Thread ring and plug gauges are commonly used for go/no-
go inspections.
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"Druni helix can be accurately ical y.

Angle deviation of a gauge can also be checked optically
t,-y accurate alignment,of a test point with a thread and
microscope examination.

4. Thread comparators give direct indlction of variation
between production threads and a master setting gauge.

S. Optical comparators are used to check external threads.
(iith a master template, the inspector is able to
Observe the outside diameter, pitch diameter, form,
thread angle, and lead error simultaneously.)

6. Minor diameters require special chisel-shaped anvi
designed to engage only the minor diameter and not make
contact along the flanks of the thread-tooth.

The lead error in a thread can also be checked with a
toolmaker's microscope.

FS OF DEVLATION (DO NOT HAVE TOLERANCES)

1. Out-of-roundness - limits thread engagement and allows
for only line contact udth the mating thread. Two types
are:

ul -1 be
Point

a. Lead deviation
b. Flank angle deviation

Oval_

Point

2. Drunkenness when the helix variation of a thread is a
wavy deviation from the true helical advancement (advance
of thread is irregular). An exaggerated sketchsof this
feature is:

CU JATURE IS
OPPOSITE OF OT ER
HE La

NOTE: '&mther of threads per inch could vary.
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3. Surface Defects nicks or bruises on threads.

4. Taper causes uneven torquing pressur_

fORQUE AND TORQUE NEP TNT

Associated with screvthread applications is the method of

inserting screws and the corresponding control of the insertion.

One of the major controls is torque.

Torque The tendncy of an application r.f force to produce

rotation. (Measured in inch-grams, inch-ounces, inch-pounds,

foot-pounds or corresponding metric mits.) Basic techniques of

torque measurement are:

1. Static measurements of force at a fixed distance from

the pivot point.

Dynamic or static measurements of a torsion produced in

the shaft of a "prime mover" delivery torque to a load.

Dynamic or static measurements of the force and distance

required to hold the housing of a torque generator or

its load.

Measurement of thechain or belt tension required

retate a pulley-or load.

A gauging tOol, torque wrench, is used to measure the resis-

tance to turning. Features are:

1. Direct reading with mechanical or sensory options,

2. Very critical and must be clesely controlled.

3. Equation is T = F x D; where -

T Torque
F = Applied Force
D = Distance of lever arm

NOTE: Lever length musfhe perpendicular
to direction of applied force.

11-DENT ACTIVITIES

1. Learn the basic reatures of screw-thread app_ica

order to be prepared for future involvement.

101
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2. Visit the metal shop and ask the teacher to demonstrate
screw-thread applications and point out the major parts
of the screw.

3.: Ask the metal shop teaCher to demonstrate the torqUe
wrench and how it applies to screw-threads and asso-
ciated criticality of insertion into various material.

PLkNAR SURFACES

Planar surfaces are very important in the applications of
inspection and quality control in the manufacturing industry.
Aeturate mechanical measurement would be practically impossible
without the bases of these measurements. jhe two bases are
surface plates and gauge blocks.

SURFACE PLATES

When discussing planar surfaces, flatness becomes-a major
consideration. Flatness, although considered basic, is a stranger
to nature. The discovery of flatness, in reality, was a major
breakthrough for the industrial revolution. It refers to the
measure of deviation from a reference plane.

Surface plates are vey relevant for two reasons:

1. They serve as a horizontal reference plane of sufficient
strength and rigidity on which measurement operations
may be supported.

2. Every linear measurement starts at a reference point and
ends at a measured point.

APPLICATIONS OF THE SURFACE PLATE

1. The surface plate has many uses, some of them are:

Grinding Table Planing Table Lathe Way

2. They are used to Check the following:

Fixed gauging (go/no-go) Roundness
Scribing Squareness
Comparative gauging Parallelism
Hold location Angles

Tolerances of the surface plate per unit length can be
up to .050 or 50 thousandths of an ihdh-or more.
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4. The materials, cleaning, care and use of surface plates:

a. Materials

Black Granite mos superior flatness)

Closer tolerances and lower cost
Non-corrosive'and non-rusting
Not subject to contact interference
Non-magnetic
Hard, stable, and,long wearing
Easy to clean
Has thermal stability

Cast Iron and Steel

Used mostly fqr separate reference surfaces
ensiVe

Rusts and induce rust
Must be oiled (oil collects
Must be kept covered

b. Cost depends on:

causlng e

Accuracy required
Material used

c. Degradation of Workmanship

The plane surface can be developed
order of accuracy because there is

A product is not as precise as the
The machines are not as precise as
the gauges are not as precise as,..

d. Applications

or)

to a high
no standard.

machines.
the gauges,

Use surface plates when setting up to check

first article and/or when measurement!, perpen-
dicularity is in the 10 thousandths.

When comparing two articles.

When measuring one feature to another-- ith no
reference available on the part.

Apply degradation of workmanship prindiples to

Personal work and importance of care when
working.

- 94-
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GAUGE-BLOCKS

Gauge block_ are end standards that combine arithmetically to
form combinations and are considered to be the keystone to measure-
ment. Some of the important features'ofgauge blocks are:

1. They Are the basic tool of precision measurement.-

2. They allow greater precision than other ins ruments.

3. They must be considered when:

Precision increases
Length increases
Importance of reliability increases
Skill of the measure decreases

4. They are the most important metrological tool that will
be encountered.

They are the most rugged and most delicate devices used.

They have a built-in (designed and produced) cushion of
accura

ENVIRONMENTAL AND THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS OF GAUGE BLOCKS

1. Must have environmentally controlled atmosphere for
maximum accuracy.

2. Very stable, change little with age and care.

3. Very susceptible to corrosion due to moisture should

not breathe on or touch surfaces).

4. Must he cleaned and lubricated.

S. Will shrink if too much solvent is used (evaporation o3
solvent cools blocks).

RULES FOR GAUGE BLOCK CARE

1. Never attempt to wring or otherwise use gauge blocks
that have been in contact with chips dust, or dirt-
laden cutting fluids.

2. Before using, clean blocks with a high- ade solvent or
commercial gauge block cleaner. Wipe d.y with a lint-
free tissue.
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Do not allow blocks to remain wTung toaether for long
periods. Separate daily.

4. When not in use, plade blocks in a safe place where they
will not be damaged, preferrably in their case.

S. Before putting blocks away, clean the blocks and cover
with a.non-corrosive oil, or grease, or commercial
preservative.

Be on constant guard for burrs. If anything has been
placed on a block or if it does not Tring readily, use a
conditioning stone imm_ iately.

7. Thoroughly clean gauge block case periodically.

PHYSICAL AND METROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Considerations that must be
fold, physical and metrological.

Physical

Surface finish
Physical properties
Identification
Material:

Alloy steel (most common)
Carbide
Stainless steel
Chrome plate

Heat sensitive

GAUGE BLOCK GRADES

given to gauge blocks are two-
They are:

M2II21(2aicll

Measured plane
Reversible reference :-rfaces
Reference plane
(All reference surfaces are
parallel to line of measurement)

Grade AA Laboratory grade
Grade A Inspection grade
Grade B Working grade
Grade AAA The grand master for top-ievel industrial

calibration

TYPICAL SETS

The typical gauge block sets manufacture rectangular,

square, or cylindrical.

Thc sets are in groups of 121, 86, 56, 38, and 35. (With a

set of 81 blocks, over 100,000 combinations are possible.)

The smallest size is 0.010 inches and the largest is 20.000
inches.
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PRESENT INCH SETS (81-PIECE SET)

Inches Serie Sizes

0.039439 Fir t 9 0.1001 through 0.1009

0.039755 inches (increments of

0.000039 .0001)

0.039794 Second 49 0.101 through 0.001
0.0F1661 inches (increments of

0.000394 .001)

0.0197 Third 19 0.050 through 0.950

0.9646 inches (increments of

0.0197 .050 inches)

0.9842 Fourth 1.000 through 4. 0
0.9370 inches (incremen s of

0.9843 1.0000 inches)

IMPORTANT FEATURES OF GAUGE BLOCKS

Wringing 8Iinging two flat and smooth surfaces inti-
mately together causing adherence (due to
molecular attraction

Very important in the use of gauge blocks.

Space between blocks can be reduced to a frac-
tion of a mike (0.0001 inch) but 2 mikes are
m9iSt common (90% of the time).

Wringing interval is space between blocks,
is caused by:

Poor surface finish (i re lar ies)

Air films
Oil films
Grease films

Combining Stacking various sized blocks to form a length
dimension.

Example: Choose blocks to elimate figures
from right to left (combination for the value
of 1 605 --: 1.605 .105 .500 - 1.000) 0.

Example: For a value Of 2.4817, the following
combinations are made:

106
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2.4817
. 1007 . 1007

2.3810
.131 131

2.250
.250 . 250

2.000 2.00

131
250

h HEN TO USE GAUGE BLOCKS (SLIDE-PRINCIPLE USES FOR GAUGE BLOCKS)

Calibration of other Instruments and lesser standards.
Setting of comparators and indicator-type instruments.
Attribute gauging.
Machine set-urrand precision assembly.
Layout.

HOW TO USE GAUGE BLOCKS FOR

Measurement by comparison.
Compare an unknown with a known quantity
Depends on:

1. Accuracy of standard.
2. Discrimination of standard.
3. Reading of instrument,.

WEAR BLOCKS AND ACCESSORIES

Special carbide or steel blocks reserved for use as
reference.

Used to m. imize wear of blocks.

Surfaces at the ends of gauge block stacks.

Recomm nded when blocks are used for direct compa ison.

Not needed when block holders are used.

Extends useful life of gauge block sets.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. The student in high school is limited to availability of
surface plates and gauge blocks. Therefore, study must
be made by reviewing textbooks on the subjects and/or
films that may be available that explain the usage.
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2. Ask the metal shop teacher to arrange a plant visitation
where surface plates and gauge blocks.are used. Perhaps
a demonstration of the usa-e of these planar surfaces
will be possible.

3. The entry-level employee, although in most situations
will not he required to use surface plates and gauge
blocks, cOUId7observe more experienced employees when
these basic tools are being used.

OPTICAL fin TLAR NTASUI 7,71'

OPTICAL MT.ASUREMENT

_ tical gauging is by sight xa.ther than feel or pressure. It
a field of study all by itself and vill only be briefly described

relative to the comparator azd mechai' =z1. measurement.

OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF OPTICAL PROJECTORS (COMPARATORS)

1. Basic Elements Necessary:

Light Source Great intensity to produc, a clear
projection at high magnification.

Collimatin, Lens - Refracts light into a beam with
parallel ra,s of uniform intensity on the entire
area of object (light condenser).

c. Projection Lens System - Mhgnifies and transmits
the object contour or image resulting from the
parallel light rays (has six magnifications: 10,
20, 30-1/4, 50, 62-1/2, 100).

d. The Viewing Screen Where projected image of the
object is displayed for inspection.

2. Produced on a Jicreen by:

a. Projection Shadaw silhouette.
b. Reflection - Mirror image of surface.
c. Combination of projection and reflection.

Applications:

a. Inspection by observation crew
threads, arcs and angles)
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b. Inspect surface properties
scratches, and nicks).

c. Inspect contour (strai
curvature, blending).

extu- finish, flaws,

ess, consist

d. Inspect contact patte - with matin parts.

, .

4. Advantages:

Versatility
eed

Simplicity

5. Inspection by Comparison:

4. Screen Charts Interchangeable with regular screen

for inspection of standard forms .(angles, radii,

screw threads, gear fot*).

Overlay ChartS - Prepared for specific applications

either as simpl contour charts or charts with

tolerance zone

Accuracy
Reliability
Economy

. Inspection by Direc urement on Screen Image:

a. Linear Measurem s (distance) Using scales.

b. Angle l&asuram Using.drafting protractors.

c. Radii Using transparent templates.

Inspection with Measuring Devices Built Into Projector:

I. Coordinate Table Movements fX, Y Axis) By reading

the displacement distance on micrometer heads for

linear dimensions.

b. Screen Protractors Graduated screen rings com-

bined with vernier for awle measurements.

8. Inspectiort with and of Fixturing and ecial Attachments:

a. Helix Angle Adjustment To project thread forms,

normal to contour plane.

Transferring Dimensions - By means of work holding

fixtures and charts with reference points.

tical Sectioning With special illumination.

'(
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Tool Maker's Microscope:

a. Consists essentially of a hi wered microscop
provided with a long travel calibrated mechanical
stage and adequate illumination.

Designed to satisfy varied measurement requirements
such as resulting from the diverse tasks of tool
making.

c. A direct viewing instrument.

plications:

Linear measurements
Coordinate and angular dimensions
Contour forms (screw threads, circular arcs, etc.
Complex shapes (cams, gears)

ANGULM myAsumarrs

Not all measurements are of straight surfaces, which are
parallel to a point of reference. There are measurements which
have to be made of a slanted (oblique) surface. When a slanted
surface has to be measured, some means of recording this measure-
ment is required. The tools required are listed below. The

ar measurements are given in degrees. The standard unit of
measurement is based on the circle, which is 360* and the right
angle which is 90*. Tolerance is necessary when working with all
types of measurement. When working with angles, the tolerance can
be given in minutes and seconds. The typical tolerance specified
will be determined by the type of fit desired. An example of
reading angular dimensions is as follows, 59* 59' 30". The
angle is 59 degrees, ° being the symbol for degrees; 59 minutes,
' being the symbol for minutes; 30 seconds, " being the symbol for
seconds.

CoMBINATION BEVEL

This instrument is comprised of a stock (a) and a
(b), which form a bevel. The numbers 30*, 45* and 60*
the angles the respective-edges make with the adjacent
tool can make direct measurement of a 30*, 45* and 60*
which can be transferred to the surface of the work.

101 -
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PROTRACTOR

The protractor is sem -circular in shape. The divisions on

the protractor are fram 00 to 180'. The center pin enables you to

set a straight-edge and measure the desired angle.

BEVEL PROTRACTOR

A bevel protractor coMbines the features of the protractor

and combination bevel. The straight edges areAttached to the:.

protractor. This instrument allows,measurement to be made_by:

combining line and end measurements.

The cotbination bevel prbtractor has a variety of uses. The

set enables use as a depth gauge, try and meter square, and loca-

ting Center of a round piece of stock, ,The set consists of: a

blade; square head; center head and a:bevel protrattor.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Activities for optical and angular Measurements are limi ed

-except for the possibility of observation on a plant visitation

'that uses this'type of equipment. Ask the teacher to arramge for

a plant tour to become familiar with the equipment used and the

skills required for these types of measurements.

ELECTRICA EASUMENT

INTRODUCTION-TO DC PARAMETERS

The use of electrical instruments and equipment to make

measurements has become a major source of information and data in

the complex manufacturing system as it is ,known today. SorliiAi-

cated techniques for electrical measurement were not introduced

until thetwentieth-century, although the,study of electrical

phenomena dates back to the time of Benjamin Franklin and the

American Revolution.



urement for electrical par e ers is primarily the
measurement of voltage,-current, res:,stance, and frequency.
Howeveri most electrical measurement lire only the measurem
of current and voltage. The symbols for the basic electrical
measurement parameters are:

I = Current

= Voltage

_isistance

F = Frequency

Diagrammatic symbolization of these basic parameters in
direct and-alternating current are:

C;) and Current

y oltage

Resistance

Voltage is the force that makes current move .through the
wires of a circuit. Current is the actual movement of electrons

-through a wire. Resistance is the force that contrOls the amount
of current that can pass through a wire. Frequency in alternating
current is the number of cycles occurring in each second of time.

Both voltage and current can be measured wiçIi a simple elec-
trical meter which uses magnetism and magnetiefaracteristics to
measure the amount of current that flows. When aaeter is con-
nected to an electrical circuit, the flow of current through the
coils of the meter creates a magnetic force. ThiS magnetic force
is used to move a needle. The amount of voltage, current, and
resistance is shown by the position of the needle. The greater
the'Current or\ voltage, the more the needle moveS. To make the
measurement easier, a scale is placed behind the needle to measure
its movement. This scale is marked to show the/Value of current
on voltage or resistance. The element the meter will measure is
determined by the way the meter circuit is constructed and the way
the meter is connected to the electrical circuii.
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%here a meter is
ent circuit is required
mine the circuits used,
circuits must be made.
as follows:

ed to measure electrical values, a differ-

for each type of measurement. To deter-

a definition of series and parallel
.

Resistance in a series circuit is depicted

112

= R

When two resistors are connected in par

trated as:

R3

+ R3

el, they are illus-

In a parallel circuit, i
current can still flow through
circuit, if either resistor is
because the circuit is broken.

either resistor is disconnected,
the other resistor. In a series
disconnected, current flow stops

Mbst circuits have both series and parallel connections and

they are called series parallel circUits. The following figure

shows two resistors in series and both in parallel with a third

resistor&

The figure below depicts two resistors in parallel and

parallel resistors in series with a third resistor.
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The coil in a meter has some resistance, but more resistance
is usually needed. To measure voltage, a large resistance is
placed in series with the meter coils as shown below:

For this circuit, the meter is called a voltmeter.

To measure current flow, a small resistance is placed in
series with the meter coil and a second small resistor is placed
in parallel with the meter and first resistor as shown below:

er connected as a voltmeter.

A simpli ied diagram of a D-C moving galvonometer is -shown
below:

D-C Moving-Coil Galvanorneter.

MET

UPP SUSPENSION

MIRROR

POLE PIECE
SOFT IRON CYLINDER

LOWER SUSPENS ON
onrnagnetic Support
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The galvonometer is a basic D'arsonval movement consisting of

a stationary permanent magnet and a movable coil with attached

mirror and pointer. The use of a pointer permits over-all siJTli
city In that the use of a light source and a system of mirrors is

avoided. However, the use of a pointer introduces the problem of

I
balance, especiallyilf the pointer is long.

AMMETERS, VOLTMETERS WATTMETERS OHMMETER AND OSCILLOSCOPE

.Ammeter

The basic D'arsonval movem may be used'to indicate or
measure only "very small currenZ. A simplified diagram of an

ammeter is shown below;

The resistance of the shunt is equal to the volta e drop for

ful scale deflection divided by the rated current of the shunt.

Current mesuring instruments, must always be connected in

series with a circuit and never in parallel.

Most ammeters indicate the magnitude of the current by being

deflected from left to right. If the meter is connected with
reversed polarity, it will be deflected backwards, and this action

may damage the movement. The proper polarity should be observed

in coanecting the meter in the circuit. The meter should alvays

be comected so that the electron flow will be into the negative

terminal and out of the positive terminal. Common ammeter shunts

are illustrated below:
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Vo ter

go" The D'arsonval meter used as the basic meter for the ammeter
nay also be used to measure voltage if a hig,h resistance is placed
in series with the moving coil of the meter. A simplified volt-
meter circuit is:

The value of the necessary series resistance is determined by
the current required for full-scale-deflection of the meter and by
the range of voltage to be measured. As an example, assume that
the basic meter is to be made into a voltmeter with a full-scale
reading of 1 volt. The coil resistance of the basic meter is 100
ohms, and .0001 ampere causes full-scale deflection. The total
resistance, R, of the meter coil and the series_resistance is:

= E = 10,000 Ohms
T JOOOI-

and the series resistance alone is:

R = 10,000 100 = 9,900 Ohms.

Vol age measuring ins±ri.ments are connected across
parallel with) a.circuit.

The function of a voltmeter is to indicate the potential
difference between two points in a circuit.

Wattmeter

Electric power is measured by mean§ of a wattmeter. Be
electric power is the product of current and voltage,

P = I E.

e

'A wattmeter must have two elements, one for current and the
'other for voltage. For this reason, wattmeters are usually of the
electrodynamometer type which multiplies'the instantaneous currenti
through the load by the instantaneous/voltage,across the load.
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Ohmmeter

The series-type ohmmeter consists essentially of a sensitive

milliammeter, a voltage source, and a fixed and a variable resistor

all connected in series between the two terminals of the instru-

ment, as shown below:

Shunt Ohmmeter

Before the unknown resistance is measured the test leads are

shorted together and the variable resistance is adjusted for full-

scale deflection. The point on the meter scale corresponding to
full-scale deflection is marked "zero resistance."

The OscilIpscope

Oscilloscopes are used to obtain information about current or

voltage in an electrical circu# either to'supplement the infor-

mation giQr-dDy indicating-instruments or to replace the instru-

ments-mhere speed is inadequate. Oscilloscopes permit determina-_

tiod-ofcurrent and voltage variations that take place very

rapidly. Thesedevices are-frequently used to obtain qualitative

information about a circuit such as current and voltage waves or

time relationships between events in a circuit.

This form of measurement also allows determinations of fre-

quency in the form of a graphical illustration. Some examples of

the various forms that can be illustrated on an oscilloscope are:

/
a
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ermination of phase difference of two sinusoidal voltages
of same frequency by the pattern on the face ..of cath -ray tube.

B

Z Ratio

Method of determining theRatio 1:5
4 Ratio 10:1 ratio of frequencies in a

Lissajous Figures Lisaajous Figure.

Lissajous figures are patterns of voltages of different kre,,
quencies but related by a simple integral ratio as shown in the
preceding figures.

AC VOLTAGE AND CURRENT

An alternating current (AC) consists of electrons that move
first in one direction and then in another. The direction of flow
changes periodically. Because most of the theory of electric
power and communications,deals with currents that surge back and
forth in a certain manner known as sine-wave variation, the sine-

- wave is of considerable imTortance in alternating current.
Symbols are:

I or = Current Resistance
= Voltage F = Capacitance

Important characteristics of alternating current a

Inductance
= Impedance

1. Cycle As rotation of a generator continues the two
sides of the loop,interchange positions and ihe gen-
erated voltage in each of them is the ppposite direc-
tion. Cte complete,revolution of the loop results in
one cycle of induced AC voltage. This theory is illus-
trated as shown the following 'agram:

Points 0 to I represent one complete cycle of voltage in
sine-wave form.
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Frequency The number of complete cycles occurring in
each secOnd of time. This is symbolized as "F".

Period The time for one complete cycle of the genera-
ting force. This is illustrated as 1/f. (For example,

the period of a 60-cycle voltage is 1/60 of a second.)

4. Phase Angle The angle een vectors relative to the
positions these vectors rpresent at any instant of
time. .This parameter is Ulustrated as angle O. One

complete cycle of 360 electrical degrees is indicated in
the equation:

where

En sin_

= instantaneous voltage

En = maximum voltage

e = the angle in electric I- degrees representing
the instantaneous position of -the rotating vector.

Therefore, when e = 60' , En = 100 volts,

e = 100 sin 69° = 16 6 volts

a. 'Inductance

b.

Inductance is t1at property of a circuit that
opposes any t change in the dIrcuit. It is

also the pr., erty whereby energy may be stored in a
magnetic field. Therefore, a coil of wire possesses
the property of inductance because a magnetic field
is established around the coil when current flows
in the coil.. The relationship of inductance is
illustrated by the symbol "L".

In a simp1q circuit, the relationship of inductance
is shown as follows:

Capacitance
_

1

Where E is the applied
voltage and L is the
inductance. ,

Capacitance is that quality of a circuit that
enables energy to be stored in the electric field.
In simple form, it has been shown to consist of two
parallel metal plates separated by an insulator,
called a dielectric.
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In a simple circuit, the relationship of capaci-
tance is shown as follows:

[ Wher.e--E is the applied

rcoltage and -C is the

apacitance.

NEASUREMENT OF INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITANCE

Measurements of inductance and capacit ce may e made .0n-

veniently and accurately by A-C bridge circuits. Thesiiiipç form

of the A-C bridge bears a strong resemblance to the wheatst6ne
bridge. It consigts of four arms, a power source furnishes alter-
nating current of the desired frequency and suitable magnitude to
the bridge. A four-arm bridge is illustrated in the following
diagram:

Four arm A-C bridge (using Impedances Z )

inductance comparison bridge is similar to form except
that the bridge is made up of resistance and inductance relation-

ships. An illustration is as follows:

120
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In the i7nductace bridge, the relationship shows
wn induttance L is derived from the equation--

R2

111
Lx La

A capacitance bridge relationship is used to determine an
unknown capacitance by comparison to a known capacitance. The .

relatioriship is illustrated in the following dia

Capacitance Ctxqarison
Bridge

Other measurements of inductance and capacitance can be made
lby using the following bridges:

1. Nhxwell Bridge - Permits measu
terms of capacitance.

2. Hay Bridge Differs from the Maxwell Bridge only in
having a resistance in series with the standard capa-
citor, instead of in parallel with it.

3. /Owen Bridge Another circuit for measurement of induc-
tance in terms of a-standard capacitor. One arm con-
sists of the standard capacitor only, and an adjacent
arm contains a resistance and capacitance in series.

Schering Bridge One of the most important A-C bridges.
It is used to measure capacitance in general and in
particular, is used to measure properties of insulators,
condenser bushings, insulating oil, and other insulating
materials. This bridge is illustrated diagrammatically
since it is very important.

inductance in

2 1
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Schering bridge.

Rx = resi_tance in unknown Capac- Cx
C
X

= adjustable capacitor.

Cs a_high grade mica capa6 tor.
.

---- x atr capacitor

The equation is: Cx =

OF FREQUENCY

Several types of.instrutents have been.devised tO'determine
frequency. Some of them are: (refer to :section on oscilloscope

operation and use.)

1. Mbving Iron Type Has a moving element consisting of a
soft-iron vane and two crossed stationary coils that are
connected with some sort of frequency-discriminating
network, so that one coil is stronger at low frequencies
and the other at high frequencies.

2. Resonant Electrical Type Two tuned circuits, one tuned
to resonance slightly below the low end of the instru-
ment scale, the other slightly above the high end._
These two circuits may be combined with a crossed-coil
instrument or an electro-dynamometer to make a frequency
meter.

Mechanical Resonance Type - A series of reeds,fastened
to a common base that is flexibly mounted and that
carries the armature of an electromagnet whose coil is
energized from the A-C line whose frequency is to be
measured.

4. Transducer Type The frequency measuring function is
entirely separated from the indicating instrument, which
in this case is a simple D-C meter. TWo parallel off-
resonance circuits are used, one resonant below the
instrument range and one above.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. It is possible to make a simple meter to measure elec-

tricity. The materials needed to build a meter are as

falows:

One frozen concentrate juice Container made of
cardboard or a cardboard cylinder of about the same

diameter.

.b. One 10 D (penny) nail or a piece of soft'steel rod
about three inches long and one eighth (1/8). inch
diamet3r welding rod obtained from your teadher.

c. Enameled wire approximatçly 28 gauge (American Wire
Gauge) about 25 feet. So rces: Industrial Arts or
Science teadher, the coil on the back of an old TV
picture tube or a hobbie store. tr7E: Get the
wire from an old TV,.unwrap it carefully so that it
does not break, kink, or knot up.

d. One "D" cell battery or any flashlight battery with
1.5 volts (a 9-volt transistor radio battery will
lift work for this meter).

'e. -Two 3 x 5 note cards.

f. One small elastic or -rubber band.

.0ne flash light bulb.

Masking tape.

Tools: scissors, file, pliers, hacksaw, ruler, and
permanent magnet.

The steps for the construction of the meter are as
follows: .

Once the juice container has been washed out, measure
twcrinches along the side of the container, from the
open end, and Cut this part off to make a cylinder two
,inches long. This will open the cylinder at both ends.
Cut two "V" notches as shown in Figure 4(a), page 117.

Now wrap the wire around the outside of the cylinder.
To do this, begin about six inches from the end of the
wire and tape the wire to the cylinder 1/8" below one of
the mi".notches. ,8,eginning at the notch, wrap the wires

neatly around the cylinder each turn next to the other
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covering approximately one inch of the cylinder. At
this point, begin another layer of wire and continue
winding on top of the first. Wind this layer. .in the

same direction as the first. Wind layer on layer until
sixty-five turns have been made. When it is done,
finish at the notch opposite one at which you started
and tape the wire in place with a small tab of masking
tape. Cut the wire leaving about six inches of lead,
save the rest of the wire.

The pointer is made by cutting the head off of the Lail.
Then mark a point one-third the length from the end of
the nail: File both sides of the nail for the two-
thirds length until the nail balances at the mark
[Figure 4(b), page 117].

Once this is finished, the short round end of the
pointer must be magnetized. To do this, rub one pole of
a permanent magnet in one direction over the short round
end of the pointer until it is magnetized.

Cut a two-inch piece from the end of a note card. Fold

this in half, parallel to the long side to make a "17"
shape three inches long and one-inch on a side.

Push the pointer through the center of the card and
fasten in place with the elastic, Figure 4(c), page 117.
Position the pointer so that when the card is placed in
the "Vnotches of the cylinder, it balances and stands
up straight.

Attach a 3 x 5 note card to the cylinder so that it is
vertical and the pointer Can move freely in front of the

card. This is a place to mark your readings when you
experiment with your meter, Figure 4(d), page 117.

Once the meter is made, you can take measurements. This

meter will measure low value of DC (Direct Current)
only. CAUTION - DO NOT MEASURE ANY ELECTRICITY OTHER
THAN BATTEMTTOELED 1.5 V. r ese satteries are

Mirked "D",-"t", °AP, 1TAAII

Scrape the insulation off the ends of the wires from the

meter coil. Connect each of the meter leads to one of
the poles of a "D" cell battery. The meter pointer

should move. The position in which it stops should
indicate 1.5 volts. Note where this position is.
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Clean the varnish insulation from the_ends of the wdre
left over after you wound the meter coil:- -Connect one
end of this to one of the meter leads. Now reconnect_
the battery with the long length of wire in the_meter
circuit. Does the Meter pointer move as far this time?

Connect a flashlight bulb to the battery so that it
lights. Toudh the two leads of the meter to the con-
tacts of the bulb. The movement of the pointer to a
,position on the scale shows the amount of voltage used
to get the light to light.

Disconnect your meter and reconnect it so that one end
of the battery is connected to the meter and the meter
to the bulb, and then the Other contact of the bulb to
the battery (this is a series circuit). See Figure 5,

page 118. The deflection of the meter needle is showing
the current used by the light bulb.

The meter constructed is a device much the same as
meters made and used in industry. Electrical properties
measured are basic to the study and use of electricity.
If more information is required on the subject, it is
available from several sources.

Among the best sources for information is the nearest
library, for both basic and advanced manuals and text-
books. Science teachers in high schools er colleges or
graduate engineers, electricians, telephone repairmen,
can also help. Many hobby shops and electric supply
stores have a selection of basic manuals for sale which
provide good/background material and a number of experi-
ments with electricity.

In order to build the circuits found in most of these
books, a meter movement of greater sensitivity is
needed. This can also be purchased at low cost from
hobby or electrical supply houses. The meter con-
structed from this instruction is only a model to
demonstrate how simple electricity is to measure.

2 Visit the electrical laboratory in your school and ask
the teacher to demonstrate basic electrical measurements
on the meter available. Perhaps the teacher will allow
you to practice making simple measurements under close
supervision.

Arrange a plant visitation at a local electronic or
electrical assembly plant. Ask the tour guide to demon-
strate the different meters and how they are used in
basic measurements.

1 2
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4. Purdhase a Heath Kit or similar meter brand name And
asseMble as directed. A basic ohmmeter or vacuum,tube
voltmeter would be a good starting point.

STEPS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A NETER

Figure 4

JUICE CONTAME R

a)

(d)

126
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Figure 5

l.5V
BATTERY

Meter connection to battery.
wires to reverse needle
movement.

Meter and battery
connections with bulb.

QUALITATIVE CHEMICAL TESTS

Chemical measurement is'one of the major measurement cate-

gories of concern io Inspection and Quality Control. Some of the

most common are reviewed in this section.

ACIDITY AND ALKALINITY

The degree of acidity or alkalinity H) of a solution or

mixture is important to many situations. The concentration of

hydro 'ons present in a solution is a function of e con-

centr tio
ir

th

of acid and degree of ionization. This definition

appl fes eq ally to bases and by suitable consideration of the

chemical equilibria involved to hydrolysis accompanied by ioni-

zation of a product which giveg hydrogen or hydroxyl ions.

If an acid is present or added, the anount of hydrogen ion is

increased and.the amount of hydroxyl ion correspondingly reduced

according to the laws of mass action.
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-7 -7
O. 10 x 10

Where. =

COH

H20

= 0-14

Concentration of Hydrogen Ion
Concentration of Hydroxyl ion
Conce-tration of Water

The value of C is commonly expressed as the pH value, which is the logarith-
metic value, loglo 1 /CTI.

Measurement of pH values are conuflonly made of chemical
processing solutions, effluents, soils, food stuffs, and other

chemicals where acidity or alkalinity is important.

pH values may be determined by use of pH papers and the

hydrogen electrode, antimony electrode, colorimetry, quin hydron

electrode or glass electrode.

pH is measured in a scaJe starting at 7.0 ranging downwards

towards 1.0 as being extremely acid and upward towards 13.0 as

being extremely basic or alkaline. A pH of 7.0 means neutrality,

that is the Cj CoH. Pure or distilled water approaches of pH of

7.0.

Sources of error in pH measurement incir merature of
sample and standard, contamination of the teLA s stion, degree of

buffering required to reduce turbility caused contaminants,

degree of dissolved salts; type of colorimetric indicator used and

calibration of electronic equipment used.

Typical areas of application includd:

Metal cleaner solution control
Degreasing solution control
Household cleaner manufacture quality control
Soap purity quality control
Food preservatives purity control
Textile finishing materials quality control

llye stuffs quality control
City water supply purity control
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Halogens

The presence of halogens, chlorine, fluorine, bromine and
iodine is important to many chemical reactions or processes.
Methods of analysis include the following:

1. Silver nitrate is added to precipitate white curdy
silver chloride from nitric acid solutions of soluble
chlorides.

2. Silver bromide, pale yellow in color and silver iodine,
yellow in color, are generally insoluble in ammonium,
hydroxide solutions.

3. Silver bromide is slowly soluble and silver iodine hard
to dissolve in ammonium hydroxide solutions.

4. Concentrated ammonium carbonate solutions dissolve
silver chloride, whereas silver bromide is very slightly
soluble and silver iodine insoluble.

Tests for presence of halogens require only commonly used
laboratory equipment such as flasks, beakers gram scales, dis-
tilled water, bunsen burner. Reagent grade Chemicals must be used
for test solutions.

Sources of error in p ecipitation methods such as used for
detecting halogens include, unclean flasks or beakers, impure (not
distilled) water, too low temperature of the test solutions, and
interpretation of color indications.

Typical areas of application inc e:

Photographic emulsions quality control
Bleach manufacture quality control
Dye stuff manufacture quality control
Reagent grade chemicals purity control
City water supply purity control
Precious metal recovery control

NITROGEN COMPOUNDS

The presence of nitrogen compounds ometimes referred to as
combined nitrogen, is important to many chemical reactions and
processes.

Methods of analysis include the following:.

1. Ammonia is a nitrogen compound. Presente of ammonia
gasebus solutions Oan be readily detected by its strong
pungent odor. Another convenient test is to add eight
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percent sodium hydroxide solution to the test solution
and place moistened red litmus paper in the vapors and
heat the mixture slowly. The litmus paper will turn
blue in color if ammonia is present.

Nitrates contain ammonia. A convenient test for pres-
ence of nitrogen in an unknown solution is to combine
one part unknown solution with ten parts concentrated
sulfuric acid in a test tube. Then carefully add a
saturated solution of ferrous sulfate by letting it flow
down the tube wall. Do not mix solutions. Formation of
a brown ring at the junction of,the solutions indicates
presence of nitrogen in nitrates. Nitrates are commonly

used in fertilizers and explosives.

Amines contain ammonia. A convenient general test for
presence of nitrogen ia amines is to warm one milliliter
of a test solution with two drops of chloroform and two
milliliters of a strong alcoholic solution of potassium
hydroldde. A very distinctive, strong, and disagreeable
odor of carbylamine results if amines are present in the
test solution. Standard laboratory apparatus is needed.
Amines are commonly used as chemical reagents and are
commonly found in nature in such things as fish oil and
their.derivatives.

SULFUR COMPOUNDS

The presence of sulfur compounds such as sulfates, sulfites,
sulfides, and thiosulfate are importmat to many chemical reactions
and processes.

Methods of analysis include the following:

1. Soluble sulfates may be identified by the barium sulfate
precipitation method. Dissolve a test sample in water,
make the solution acidic to 'atmus by adding 1:1 hydro-
chloric acid, heat to boilinf4, add a fog drops of ten
percent barium chloride solution and mix. Sulfate is
indicated by a finely divicki_barium sulfate_precipi-
tate. Standard laboratory apparatus is needed. Soluble
sulfates are commonly used as chemical reagents and are
used in fertilizers and pharmaceuticals.

2. Insoluble sulfates must first be converted to soluble
sulfates. For this purpose fuse a test sample with
anhydrous sodium carborate in a crucible. Let the melt

cool and dissolve it in water. Filter to obtain a'clean

solution of soluble sulfate. Verify presence of sOluble
sulfate as described in the above paragraph.
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METAL PROCESSING

The presence of metallic elements in minerals or ores is of
primary interest in such processes as recovery of gold, silver,
nickel, copper, iron, or tin. Identification of these metals in
minerals or ores involves a series of tests in sequence whereby
precipates are produced of the metals with various salts added to
solutions of the mineral or ore.

Th° methods of test are many and only one eaniple will be
shown to explain the general approach.

1. Silver, mercury and lead_commonly occur in the same ore
or mineral. Fuse the sample with sodium carbonate,
dissolve in water acidified with 1:3 hydrochloric acid,
heat slowly, filter while hot and allow the filtrate to
cool. Reserve the liquid for further testing. Lead is
indicated if a fine white precipate developed. The
residue on the filter is silver chloride or mercurous
chloride or both. Wash with hot water and then 1:5
ammonium hydroxide solution. A black residue indicates
presence of mercury. Acidify the ammonical solution
with hydrochloric acid, a white precipitate indicates
presence of silver.

2. Standard laboratory apparatuis is used. Errors can
readily occur in these tests if impure reagents are used
or unclean apparatus is used. Careful prevention of
contamination is necessary to ensure accurate results.

CO AMINANTS

The presence of contaminan s in publicand industrial water
supplies is an important matter requiring chemical analysis and
control.

Some of the more common tests made are as follows:

1. Municipal water sup1ies are primarily checked for
-bacteriological content and-activity.-- In-addition,-
color, turbidity, dissolved solids, hardness, alka-
linity, or acidity, iron, manganese, fluoride, free
chlorine and pH are determined. Occasionally, a com-
plete mineral content is determined.

2. Of these tests, color, turbidity and pH are qualitative
in nature, i.e., exact numbers are not of concern.
Color comparisons of a test sample are viewed under good
illumination with water color standard solutions. Less
or more color in the test sample indicates comparative
amounts of the known chemicals in the color standard.
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Turbidity comparisons are made in a similar manner as

color comparisons. Water turbility standards contain
knol:rn levels of minerals or other additives usually En
a fine collodial state suspended in the water. Test

samples are viewed under good illumination and compared
for amount of turbidity present.

4. pH determinations were discussed earlier.

S. Errors in these tests primarily occur throu0 uninten-
tional contamination of test samples and to-a lesser
degree in judgement of color and/or turbidity levels or
differences.

OTIER PROCESSES

The separation and identification of various cations by use
of the paper chromatographic analysis method is an important
quality control tool. Chromatographic techniques are capable of
separating mixtures containing as many aS fifty componentS with
similar properties. This method gives strong proof if a certain
cation is present or absent in a test solution.

The separation and identification of three cations will
illustrate the method. The objective is to detect presence of
silver, mercury, and lead in a nitrate solution suspected of
containing these cations.

1. Mbdern laboratOries employ-very sophisticated and com-
plex equipment such as the Gas Chromograph, the Spectro-
meter and the Electron Microscope to separate and
identify chemicals in test materials and solutions. The

principles and operation of these devices would be
appropriate'if their use is available.

2. Obtain three strips of regular laboratory filter paper
six inches by one inch. _One each strip draw a line with
a pencil one inch fram each end, place a dot in the
center of one of the lines in each strip; and crease the

_strips along eir

3. Place a drop of the nitrate solution on the pencil dot
of each strip, allow to'dry and place a second drop on
the Spots and allow to dry.

4. Fill three six4nch test tubes with one-half inch of
distilled water, immerse the filter strips with the dot
end down. Keep the tubes vertical and be careful to not

splash the water. The water will then start to climb
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the filter paper by capillary action. V en the water
rises to the upper line on the paper,
and allow to dry.

S. Enmerse the strips one at a time vi a six-inch test ,_abe
filled nearly to thetop with potassium chromate solu-
tion. Remove them after two to three minutes and pass
two of the strips one by one over 15 M NH4OH vapors from
a beaker in a hood. Observe the colors carefully, sme
mixing of colors may occur. Orarge indicates lead
present. Black indicates mercury. A spot of brick red
on the third paper occurring after exposure to the
potassium chromate solution indicates presence of
silver. Exposure to the ammonia vapor will fade the
brick red spot.

emove the paper

6. Comparative tests may be made to help in the color
discrimination using individual solutions of lead,
silver and mercurous nitrate.

SITIDENT ACTIVITIES

Determination Of Approximate pH Value

Colometric Determination of pH Values

If the approximate value of the pH of a solution is unknown,
the order of its magnitude mast first be approximated in order to
select the correct indicator for a more accurate evaluation. As

a rule a few simple tests will supply this information. For
example, if a solution renains colorless after a few drops of
phenolphthalein are added, it indicates the pH is less than 8.0.
If a second test is made with methyl orange and the solution
assumes the color of the indicator (orange) it means the pH is
greater than 4.5. Therefore, the solution has a pH value between
4.5 and 8.0. Additional tests using indicators with pH values
between 4.5 and 8.0 can be used to establish a closer estimate of
the true pH value. The following tabulation lists the various
readily available indicators for this test method.
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pHjndicatora

Thymol Blue
Methyl Yellow
M..thyl Orange
Bromophenal

Blue
Bramocresol
Green

Methyl Red
Chlowphenal
Red

Bromophenal
Red

Bromothymol
Blue

Phenol Red
M Cresol

Purple
Thymol Blue
Phenolphthalein

pH Range Acid

Red-
Red
Red

Yellow

Yellow
Red

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Colorless

Alkaline

1.2-2.8
2.9-4.0
3.1-4.4

3.0-4.6

3.8-5.4
4.4-6.2

4.8-6.4

5.4-7.0

6.0-7.6
6.4-8.0

7.4-9.0
8.0-9.6
8.0-9.8

0.1% sol. in water

ft

If

Is

tt

If

It

I

Yellow
Yellow
CTange

Blue Violet

Blue
Yellow

Red

Red

Blue
Red

Blue
Red

Solutions with pH value less than 7.0 are acidic
tions with pH values greater than 7.6 are alkaline.
water has a pH of 7.0.

Improving Estimate Of True pH Value

When the approximate value of pF is 3.. Of

(depending on amount of solution av911.21,1-' .e measured out by

means of a graduated cylinder and tranq,Jr-,?ei kIno a Pyrex or
other hard glass test tubc. A, measum. amoont of an indicator
solution for some pH value betwnen 8. is added carefully
from a pipette of lcc volume which-is g,aduated in 0.01 cc. As a

rule, 0.1 to 0.2 cc of L. indicator solution to 10 cc of

liquid will be the prover amount. Then these buffer solutions (8
to 10 cc), the pH of which overlaps that of the Inknown are taken
and treated in exactly the same way. -The following !al-nation
lists buffer solutions used-for this test method.

and solu-
Distilled
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Pk'
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.
3.6

3.8
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0

10.0

STANDARD BUFFER SO UTIO S

48.5 ml. 0.2 NHCL + 25
32.5 nil.
20.75nd. 11

13.15 mi.
8.3 mi.
5.3 ml. 11

3.35 ml.
46.70 ml. O. 1 N HC1
39.60
32.95 ml.
26.42 nil.
20.32 ml.
14.70 ml.
9.90 ml.
5.97 ml.
2.63 ml.
0.40 mi.. 0.1

23.85 ml.
5.70 ml. 0.1

29.63 mi.
46.80 ml.

TI

TI

2 N KC1 dil. to 100 mt.

it

11

50 mi. O. 1M KHC H404 did. to 100 ml.

IT

TI

II

IT

IT

TI

TI

II

II

IT

N Na OH + 50 ml. O. 1 M KHC8H404 dil. to 100 mi..

H Na OH + 50 ml. 0.1 'M 1-(112PO4 dii. to 100 ml.

II 4%1 II

21.30 rnl. O. 1 Tq Na OH + 50 rnl. O. 1 M H3B03 dil. to 10
43.90 mi. II II 11

Compare color of sample with the several tubes of buffer

solution. The buffer solution which most closely matches the

color of the sample provides a good second approximationiof the

sample solution pH value. A second improved approximation of the
pH value may be made in a similar manner using another pH indi-

cator lying between 4.5 and indicator used above, or between 8.0

and the same indicator, and a third improved approximation may

then be made in a similar manner. This process may be repeated

until all ranges of indicators and buffers have been used.

Chemical Measurement titative)

To prepare yourself in quantitative methods, activities are

presented since they are considered necessary in skills develop-

ment.
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Exercise in the Use of the Balance.

Discuss use of the balance in determination of weight

relationship involved in chemical changes and analysis.
Practice in weig,ht measurament is important before
attempting chemical analysis experiments. Measurement

error probabilities and significances should be pre-
.

sented.

2. Separations of Solids and Liquids

Mhny chemical analyses require separation of solids and

liquids. Methods include formation of precipitates,
gravity filtration, centrifuging and decantation.
Practice in these methods are required.. Use water
solutions of silver chloride acidified with HC1, Barium
Chloride acidified-with sulfuric acid, and Aluminum
-droxide reacted with Aluminum Nitrate. Use unRno,rn

composition samples and calculate weight units per
volume using solid precipitates obtained.

3. .Determination of the Percentage of Oxygen in Air.

Since air is a mixture of gases, it is possible to
expose a measured volume of air to a'chemical subtance
that removes (absorbs) the oxygen and leaves the other

components unchanged. By measuring the decrease in
volume occasioned by the removal of oxygen, it is

possible to calculate percentage of oxygen in the
original sample of air. A suggested method is to
absortkoxygen from air in a mixture of three parts
pyrogallic acid and 22 parts potassium hydroxide solu-

tion (measure parts by volume) and measure loss of air

volume to determine percentage oxygen in the air.

Standard laboratory equipment is required.

4. Determination of "Hardness" in Natural Waters

Natural waters contain dissolved salts that cause the

water "hardness." The degree of hardness relates to the

"soap consuming power" of the water. The "harder" the

water, the more it consumes soap. A hardness value for
the water can be expressed in terms of the amount of

soap consumed until a stable lather is produced. Mix a

100 ml. of water with.a standard soap solution added in

.5 ml. increments and agitate vigorously each time'.
Continue additions until a stable lather is obtained.
Divide the number of milliliters of soap required by 100

to obtain a "hardness value" of the water.
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The.Ammonia Content of a "Household Amuonia"

A typical quantitative chmnical analysis measurement
used for qmlity control of the manufactured product.
Household ammonia is prepared by passing ammonia gas
(NH3) into water. Ordinarily, one volume of water
dissolves about 800 volumes of NH3. Ammonia reacts with
water (B20) to form NH4OH ammonia hydroxide°. The law
requires Household ammonia sold in stores cantain not
less than 9.5 percent NH3. Weight and titrate an
ammonia solu ion sample wi.th 3.g of BC1 per mi. solu-
tion use yl red indicator. When t;he d int is
reaciied, c ate the percent ammonia from the
weight of HI in the standard solution used divided by
the weight ammonia sample.

of HCI Used x .

To NH3 = 100
s of Ammonia Solution Tested

eat test five times and calculate the upper control limit
(LIC and lower control limit (LCL) as follows:

UCL = D417t

Central Line =

LCL = D3

Hi hest Readin Lowest Read'

Where:: D4 = 27114 fox...sample size 5

,D3 = 0 for sample size- 5

A control chart could then be initiated and used to check
future production lot quality.- The range of S samples taken at a
later date would not exceed the UCL = D4R as long as the process
producing the ammonia solution remained unchanged.

6. _The Acid Content of Vinegar for Household Use.

This must not be less than four percent weight expressed
as acetic acid. Vinegar, is a rather complex mixture
that is produced by fermentation of apple cider, corn
sugar, or grape juice. The principal chemical Langes
involved are formation of ethyl alcohol (C2H5OH) amd the
oxidation of,the alcohol to acetic acid (I-1C2F1302) by
"Bacterium acetic" and related organisms. Acid content
is determined by titration samples with standard sodium
hydroxide solution.

The procedure is quite simple and easily accomplished
with normal laboratoryjequipment.
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Wash a burette thoroughly with distilled water. Fill it

exactly to the zero mark with a 0.1 gm NEIGH per mil.

solution. Weigh a clean dry 250 mi. beaker to the

nearest 0.1 gni. Add 20 mi. of vinegar. Weigh filled

beaker to nearest 0.1 gm. to determine weight of vinegar.

Add 20 ml. of distilled water and two drops of phenol-

phthalein indicator solution.

Titrate the sample' of vinegar ulth the standard sodium

hydroxide from the burette. Tlie first appearances of a

permanent piwk coloration denotes the end-point in

titration. Record the initial and final burette r
and calculate the percent acid as f011ows:

Weight of beaker
Weight of beaker 4- sample
Weight of sample 24)
Initial burette rea
Final burette readi
Vblume of NaOH solution used
Conc. of NaOH solution useA
Weig,ht of NaOH in the volume
of NaOH solution used .

Weight of HC2H302 neutralized
by weight of NaOH

Percent of acid found
(9 divided by 8)

gm- hnl.

Control charts for range R and upper and lower control

limits may be prepared in a similar manner as described above for

percent of NH in "household ammonia.

7. Chemical Analyses of Food Pilachicts

These are vital to control quality and safeguard the

consumer's health. To illustrate the kinds of tests
made, those performed in tomato paste are outlined

below: (Test method details are not presented in tb

outline. Instructors are referred to such reference

the "International Chemical Series Technical Metli

of

Total Solids Evaporate to

Insoluble Solids Dilute, centrifuge, dry and

weiQh residue.

c. Soluble Solids - Subtract percentage of insoluble
solids from total solids to obtain percentage of

soluble solids.
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Sand - mix sample with water, let stand 5 minutes,
decant off tupernatant liquid into second beaker,
let stand 5 minutes, decant into a third beaker.
Repeat'starting with first beaker, fill with
water, mix, let stand 5 minutes, decant into the
second beaker and so on. Finally, decant all
upernatant from the third beaker and discard.

ignite and weigh residue in third beaker to
obtain aMount of sand.

Sodium Chloride Determine Chlorine volmetricall
by the Volhorant method using nitric acid solution
of the ash obtained by igniting a 10 gm sample in
a crucible. Calculate percentage of NaC1 using
NaC1 AgC1 x 0.4078
lcc ).1 NE AgNO3 = 0.005845 gm. NaCl.

Other tests made include,reducing sugars, sucrose,
total acids, volatile acids, butyric acid and fixed
acids
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